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Abstract 
Satellite remote sensing data have been broadly applied in extraction of thematic land 
cover information. The multi-spectral classification is the mostly used method. 
Traditional supervised classification algorithms are in the category of statistical 
pattern recognition. Due to the limitations of spatial and spectral resolutions of 
remotely sensed data, traditional classification has always been challenged in thematic 
accuracy of land cover mapping. To improve the performance, new technical 
approaches are in demand. 
Artificial Neural Network is one of the emerging approaches in multi-spectral remote 
sensing and multi-source spatial data handling. However, none-optimized method 
always met difficulties to get an ideal result. In this study, Backpropagation ANN 
(BP ANN) was applied for the classification of 1999 Landsat- 7 Enhanced Thematic 
Mapper Plus (ETM+) data. Several optimization algorithms including Conjugate 
Gradient, Resilient back-propagation (RPROP), and Gray-code coding method were 
also applied to improve the performance of the classification. The result shows that the 
optimized BP ANN is a more robust and advanced approach in remote sensing image 
analysis than the traditional statistical based or none-optimized BP ANN based 
classification method. Therefore, application of satellite derived remote sensing data 
in natural resource and environmental mapping can be improved. 
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Chapter I Statement of Problem 
Introduction 
Satellite remote sensing data have been broadly applied in the extraction of 
thematic land cover information. The multi-spectral classification has been one of the 
mostly frequently used methods. Traditional supervised classification algorithms fall 
into the category of statistical pattern recognition. This procedure assumes that 
imagery of a specific geographic area is collected in selected regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. The multispectral classification can be performed using a 
variety of algorithms, including ( 1) supervised or unsupervised approaches, (2) fuzzy 
logic, and (3) hybrid approaches which often involve the use of ancillary information. 
Due to limitations of spatial and spectral resolution of remotely sensed data, 
conventional classification methods have been challenged in meeting accuracy 
demands of land cover mapping. To improve the performance of image classification, 
new technical approaches are in demand. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is one of 
the emerging approaches in multi-spectral remote sensing and multi-source spatial 
data handling, that can potentially enhance classification accuracy. 
The Objectives of this study include: 
1. Apply ANN algorithms in Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) 
image analysis. 
2. Optimize the Back-Propagation Artificial Neural Network (BP ANN) algorithm 
and enhance the performance of the classifier in remote sensing image 
classification. 
3. Compare and evaluate the effectiveness of different optimization techniques in 
satellite remote sensing data analysis. 
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 defines the problems and states 
the major objectives of the research. Chapter 2 reviews previous research in ANN and 
the applications of ANN in satellite remote sensing data analysis. Chapter 3 discusses 
the fundamentals of the ANN algorithm: the structure, the algorithms, and 
implementation. Also, the optimization techniques are discussed. The experimental 
design and implementation are described in detail in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains 
result of the ANN in satellite remote sensing image classification, including the 
research strategies, ANN structures, and classification accuracy assessment. 
Comparisons between the performance of non-optimized BP ANN and the optimized 
BP ANN classifiers are made. The final chapter presents the conclusions drawn from 
the experimental results. 
Appendix I lists the original programs written in C++ for an ANN applied 
classification system, including I/O interface module, memory management module, 
BP ANN algorithms, and data transformation functions. Appendix II lists the codes of 
the ANN system optimization techniques, such as linear regression and resilient 
propagation, which were embedded in the systems, are listed in. A Graphic User 
Interface (GUI) was developed in Tcl/tk *to help end-users to select ANN structure 
and set training parameters. Appendix III lists the code of the GUI. Appendix IV 
contains all the short scripts u~ed in the research. 
• Tcl/tk: Tool Command Language 
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Chapter II Literature Review 
Biological Foundations of Neural Networks 
Studies of the past few decades revealed that the basic building block of the 
nervous system is the neuron. The functionality of the human brain relies on billions 
of highly interconnected neurons. The major components of a neuron include a central 
cell body, dendrites and an axon. The dendrites collect signals from other cells and the 
axon outputs the processed signal of this cell body. The connections between neurons 
are called synapses. All the neurons, which are interconnected by axon and dendrites 
that carry signals regulated by synapses, create a neural network (Simpson, 1990). The 
amount of information transferred among neurons depends on the amount of chemical 
released by the axons and received by the dendrites. The combination of synapses with 
the processing of information in the neuron forms the basic memory mechanism of the 
brain. 
Artificial Neural Networks in Satellite Remote Sensing Data Analysis 
The potential applications of artificial neural networks (ANN) for spatial data 
handling were recognized in the late 1980's (Ritter et al., 1988). Since them, ANN has 
been applied as a new computing tool for spatial data analysis and pattern recognition. 
Benediktsson et al. (1990) empirically compared the classification of multisource 
remote sensing and geographic data by neural network and statistical classification 
methods. Benediktsson's study shows that an artificial neural network is a 
distribution-free classifier. This is an obvious advantage over most statistical methods, 
which are difficult to interpret when there is no knowledge of underlying distribution 
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functions or when the data are non-Gaussian. It also avoids the problem of 
determining how much influence a source should have in the classification. 
Beermann and Khazenie (1992) compared neural network techniques with 
conventional computer-based classification techniques. The neural network techniques 
generally use a learning method to "train" the network by examples. This changes the 
solution process from finding ways to understand and represent the problem in a 
computer language to provide examples of the problem for the network to learn. By 
applying the back-propagation technique, Beermann and Khazenie's study 
emphasized the analysis of larger data sets with the number of training patterns 
numbering from 42000 to 22000 from an image with four million pixels. Two 
simulated data sets and one set of actual Landsat Thermal Mapper (TM) data were 
selected. The selection of the training set from the real data consisted of two steps 
referred to as "picking" and "packing". In the picking phase, an unsupervised 
clustering algorithm was applied to multi-band data. Then several small homogeneous 
regions inside the clusters were selected. The result of the picking is that many small 
subsets of the image represent examples of the desired classification. The packing 
software processes the training set data for efficient storage and "cleans up" the data in 
order to maximize the information extracted. The training data were cleaned up in two 
ways: (a) only one example of each pixel is allowed, and (b) a given pixel value is 
accepted in only one class. This ensures that each training pixel is unique and all 
pixels contain new information with no conflicting data. The result is that many pixels 
are in each class, but each pixel is unique to the union of all the groups. Beermann and 
Khazenie (1992), pointed out that backpropagation is easily modified to accommodate 
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more channels or to include spatial and temporal information. The input layer can 
simply be expanded to accept the additional data. Although the study of neural 
networks techniques for classifying multi-spectral and multisource satellite data is still 
in its progress, a backpropagation network appears to be a feasible classifier for very 
large multi-channel images. 
Hepner et al. (1990) compared the use of the ANN backpropagation classification 
procedure with a conventional supervised maximum likelihood classification 
procedure using a minimum training set. The research results show that the 
conventional maximum likelihood statistical classifier was less able to discriminate 
the four land cover categories (water, grass, forest, urban) than the ANN classifier. 
Even with multiple training sites, which provided greater statistical representation of 
the land, cover classes, the conventional classification produced a large 
misclassification of certain areas. The overall quality of the ANN classification was 
depicted by relatively homogeneous regions, which are characteristically speckled in 
conventional classifications. They concluded that a single training-site-per-class ANN 
classification was found to be comparable to a four training-site-per-class 
conventional classification. The results suggest that the neural network technique 
offers a potentially more robust approach to land cover classification than that using 
conventional image processing classification techniques. This is partially due to the 
ANN's ability to combine simultaneously spectral and textural information in the 
classification. 
Optimization Applied to BP ANN Scheme 
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The ANN algorithm, demonstrates that it has the following characteristics: (1) it has 
an intrinsic ability to generalize; (2) it makes a weaker assumption about the statistics 
of the input data; and (3) it is capable of forming highly nonlinear decision boundaries 
in the feature space. However, in view of the previous work, they all used back-
propagation training scheme. Those applications cannot avoid the drawback of slow 
learning inherently associated with back-propagation training scheme. As such, the 
use of conventional neural networks is not very practical. Optimization and new 
algorithms were applied to BP ANN to enhance its performance. 
A dynamic learning neural network was developed (Tzeng, 1994) for remote sensing 
data analysis. The dynamic learning network made use of Kalman filtering technique 
to update the network weights, the sense that the stochastic characteristics of incoming 
data sets are implicitly incorporated into the network. By concatenating all of the 
network weights at each layer to form a long vector such that it can be updated 
without propagating back, the dynamic learning algorithm improves the performance 
of convergence to which the back-propagation learning algorithm often suffers. 
To find an optimal architecture of neural networks, Bischof et al. (1998) presented a 
fully automatic and computationally efficient algorithm based on the minimum 
description length principle for optimizing multi-layer networks. By using their 
proposed algorithm, the disadvantage of the cross-validation, a procedure very often 
used to determine the number of hidden Processing Elements (PEs), was overcome. 
The method provides a controllable way of training and modifying neural networks, 
which balance accuracy, learning time, and complexity of the resulting network. 
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The previous work on improving ANN' s performance was demonstrated 
valuable. However, certain problems have not been answered and the following 
schemes are still not tested. 
1. The neural network field has successfully developed ample algorithms in 
optimizing ANN' s performance, but few of them have been introduced and applied to 
remote sensing data analysis. The remote sensing data's specific characteristics: high-
volume, high-dimension are not a barrier in preventing people to borrow and apply the 
new-developed algorithms. The diverse convergence algorithms in BP ANN have not 
been tested thoroughly in remote sensing data analysis. An example is Quick 
Propagation (QPROP). 
2. Binary code data presentation has been widely applied, but the gray code has not 
received much attention. In the electrical industry and electronic field, the gray code 
was almost indispensable for data representation. Since it is superb in representing 
continuous data series. In remote sensing data classification, data representation is a 
very important fact, and binary has the intrinsic limit in present continuous data. But, 
gray code has done an excellent job in doing this transformation. 
3. The ultimate goal of the neural network is to find a set of PEs that can as much as 
possible to implement a mapping from the observe space to feature space. One of the 
advantages and successive features is that it is a non-linear algorithm, so that it is 
capable of forming highly nonlinear decision boundaries (Tzeng 1994). Therefore, the 
7 
ANN algorithm has always been treated as a blackbox. But, linear computations occur 
in each of the PE's stimulate calculation. Mature linear algorithms such as linear 
regression, singular value decomposition can be applied and help the neural network 
in improving the performance. 
In previous research, there was few successful applications used all of the 
optimization techniques mentioned above. In this study, the techniques are applied and 
tested to see whether they are applicable in remote sensing data analysis and how they 
can be effectively applied in improving the ANN classifier's performance. 
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Chapter III Methodology 
Artificial Neural Network 
The ANN was first inspired by biological theory of human brain. The development of 
computer models that attempt, in a very basic manner, to simulate the functionality of 
the human brain has emerged and known as ANN. An ANN works as a computing 
system that consists of a number of simple, highly interconnected processing units. 
The system was fed a group of data indicating a mapping relation between the input 
data and output data. The system determines the value of an output signal based on the 
values of input signals. Pattern recognition is implemented after the system learns and 
stores the mapping relationship from the input values to the output category. 
The basic theory of ANN has been discussed extensively in many publications 
(Benediktsson, et al, 1990; Tzeng, et al, 1994; Zhou, 1999). In general, ANN consists 
of 3 main components: ANN structure, activation function, and convergence 
algorithms. The ANN structure establishes the frame of the network. The activation 
functions and the convergence algorithm concern the training of the network by 
presenting example input data pattern and the desired output, so that the ANN can 
acquire the knowledge for the pattern recognition. The detailed description of the 
components is discussed in the following section. 
1. ANN Structure 
Processing Elements (PEs) are the fundamental unit of an ANN. An ANN is a 
set of PEs organized with two or more layer. Each layer has at least one PE. PE is the 
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basic unit in an ANN. As shown in Figure 1, it consists N + 1 inputs, including N 
input and 1 assumed input, called bias. The bias is always 1.0. The PE also has N+ 1 
weights corresponding to each input. An activation function is applied to the sum of 
the multiple of the N + 1 inputs with N+ 1 weights, so that the output of the PE can be 
achieved. Thus, if the N inputs are { X;, i= 0, ... , n}, the weights associated with the 
inputs are {w;, i=O, ... , n}, the procedure can be described as follows: 
n-1 
Output= f (net)= f (LX;W; + wn) (1) 
i=O 
In an ANN, the first layer is input layer and the last is output layer. All other layers 
that are in between the input layer and the output layer are hidden layers. Information 
flows from the input layer to output layer. It is called a multi-layer feed-forward neural 
network. An ANN diagram is shown in Figure 2. 
2. Activation Functions 
An activation function is a non-linear function. When applied to the input of a 
PE, it determines the output of that PE. Its domain must be real numbers. There is no 
theoretical limit to what the net input should be. The output range of the activation 
function is limited. The most common limits are (0, 1), while some others range 
between (-1, 1). The most frequently used activation function is sigmoid function. 
A sigmoid function may be defined as a continuous, real-valued function 
whose domain is real number, whose derivative is always positive, and whose range is 
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bounded. The most commonly employed sigmoid function is the logistic function 
(Figure 3). 
1 
f(x) = I -x 
+e 
(2) 
Another popular activation function is the symmetric transform of the logical 
function, is called bipolar activation function, shown in Figure 4 and is expressed as: 
2 
f(x) = I -x -1 
+e 
(3) 
Its derivative function is also easily found: 
1 2 f(x) = -[1- f(x) ] 
2 
(4) 
Other sigmoid functions, such as the hyperbolic tangent and (scaled) arctangent, are 
sometimes used. 
(5) 
In most cases, it has been found that the exact shape of the function has little 
effect on the ultimate power of the network, though it can have a significant impact on 
training speed. 
3. Training and Convergence 
Training a practical neural network can be difficult, although many advances 
have been made since the development of the basic back-propagation protocol. The 
training process starts by initializing all weights to small non-zero values that were 
randomly generated. Then, a subset of the collection of training samples is presented 
to the network one at a time. A measure of the error incurred by the network is made, 
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and the weights are updated in such a way that the error is reduced. This process is 
repeated as necessary. 
One pass through the cycle of "present a subset of the training set - measure error -
update weights" is called an epoch. The size of the subset (number of training samples 
used per weight update) is called the epoch size. 
The most common measure of error used is the mean square error in output 
activation. It is easily computed, has proven itself in practice, and perhaps most 
importantly, its partial derivative with respect to individual weights can be computed 
explicitly. 
In supervised learning, the objective is to tune the weights in the network such 
that the network performs a desired mapping of input to output activation. The 
mapping is given by a set of examples of this function, which is called pattern set P. 
Each pattern pair p of the pattern set consists of an input activation vector xP and its 
target activation vector tP. After training the weights, when an input activation xP is 
presented, the resulting output vector oP of the net should equal the target vector tP. 
The distance between the target and the actual output vector, or the fitness of the 
weights, is measured by the following energy function E: 
(6) 
Where n is the number of units in the output layer. Fulfilling the learning goal is 
equivalent to finding a global minimum ofE. The weights in the network are changed 
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along a search direction d(t)*, driving the weights in the direction of the estimated 
m1mm um: 
1'.w(t) = & * d(t) 
w(t + 1) = w(t) + 1'.w(t) 
(7) 
where the learning parameter& scales the size of the weight-step. To determine the 
search direction d(t), first order derivative information, namely the gradient 
VE:= BE 
aw 
is commonly used. 
(8) 
The back-propagation algorithm performs successive computations of VE by 
propagating error back from output layer towards input layer. 
The basic idea is to compute the partial derivatives BE for each weight in the 
awu 
network: 
BE BE Bo; 
=--- (9) 
where 
• d(t): search direction is the first order derivative of weight to the total error. 
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To compute aE , or the influence of the output a; of unit I on the global error E, the 
aoi 
following two cases are distinguished: 
• If i is an output unit, then 
aE = _!_ 8(t; - 0;)
2 
= -(t - a) (JJI 
a 2 a ' ' / O; O; 
• If I is not an output unit, then the computation of aE is a little more complicated. 
aoi 
Again, the chain rule is applied: 
= L aE ~ anetk 
kenext(i) 8ok 8nefk 80; 
(12) 
where next(i) denoted the set of all units K in next layers to which unit I has a non-
zero weighted connection wk;. 
It can be seen that evaluation of the derivatives occurs in the opposite order as 
executing the network. The output layer is done first. Then its aE is used to compute 
aoi 
derivatives for the next layer back. It is this backward propagation of output errors that 
inspired the same for a popular training method to be described in a later section. 
The above formulas are for a single presentation of an input pattern. To compute the 
gradient for an entire training epoch, the gradients for each sample were summed, and 
then used as a factor to compute the search direction. 
14 
Training an ANN is critical since it determines the output of the process. A 
subset of training samples is presented to an ANN one at a time. A measure of the 
error incurred by the network is made, and the weights are assigned when the error is 
reduced. This process is repeated as necessary. As the epoch goes on, the ANN 
adapted itself to fit in the training sample as the total error decreases. The less total 
error, the better ANN has been trained. However, the subject of this research is the set 
of high volume and high-dimensional digital remote sensing data. The quantity and 
complexity of remote sensing data requires reliable ANN approach. 
ANN Optimization Techniques 
BP ANN has the following shortcomings that need to be overcome. First, the training 
of back-propagation algorithm is computation-intensive (Paola and Schowenerdt, 
1995). Secondly, the training process is uncontrollable. It is easily trapped into local 
minima or lead to unaccepted results. Thirdly, the structure is case-dependent. The 
parameters can only be determined through experiments. The need for optimization in 
the back-propagation has been discussed (Benediktsson, Swain, and Ersoy, 1990; 
Kumar, Basu, and Majumdar, 1997; Bischof and Leonardis, 1998). The purpose of 
my research s to develops an optimization method to enhance the accuracy and 
efficiency of ANN in classifying data from satellite remote sensing. 
1. Data Representation 
Data representation is very important in application of neural network models. A 
straightforward coding approach used by most researchers is to code the input and 
output data by a binary coding scheme (Benediktsson 1990). Furthermore, the gray 
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code representation is also applied for its efficiency in pattern recognition and has 
been used effectively. It is a superb coding system when presenting a continuous data 
series. In my research, different classification scenario based on no-code and coding 
methods are performed. Comparisons between the schemes are also made to test the 
effectiveness of the coding scheme. 
Integer Format: Non-Transformation 
Integer coding uses the 8 bits integer brightness value of a pixel ranging from 0 
to 255. In integer coding, the number of input PEs is determined by the number of 
input spectral bands and other information channels. If seven spectral bands satellite 
remote sensing data ranging from visible light to middle infrared are applied, seven 
input PEs are needed. 
Binary Format 
In binary coding, the 8-bit integer values of each band will be converted into 
binary format. Therefore, the same six input bands will be represented by 48 input 
PEs, with eight PEs for each input band. This method enhances the capacity of pattern 
identification. Also, the input feature space is enlarged. Another significant benefit of 
binary code method is that: as for the sigmoid function is a non-linear function, whose 
(-1, 1) is a near linear region. When the input value increases to 3 or more, the function 
becomes saturate. That means, there is only minor difference between the function 
value of20 and 200. 
Gray Code Format 
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Binary code format was demonstrated successful in previous research. 
However, in more demanding circumstance, the traditional binary representation of 
numbers sometimes still cause problems when small changes in the numerical value 
require large changes in switch status. For example, 127 in binary is 01111111, but 
128 is 10000000. A unit change in the number required all eight bits to be changed. To 
alleviate this problem, the Gray code system was devised (Master 1994). The Gray 
code was first invoked in the field of automation. In this system, a unit change in the 
number causes exactly one bit to change. Therefore, a continuous value within a data 
set could be better represented. In Gray code, the same number of PEs as the binary 
coding will be applied. The network's structure will remain unchanged, however, the 
same pixel value will be represented in a different way (Table 1 ). 
2. Weight Initialization 
Weight in an ANN plays a key role. The purpose of training is to find a set of 
weights of an ANN that lead to a global minimum of total error. However, the error 
surface is highly dimensional and complicated. The back-propagation process, as a 
gradient descent method, can only help to find a minimum local error. There is no 
guarantee that an algorithm can reach the global minimum. The convergence depends 
significantly on the starting point. Therefore, researchers find the following methods 
to indicate start point as to effectively find the global minimum (Paola and 
Schowenerdt, 1995). Otherwise, there are always pitfalls that could lead to deadlock. 
Random Initializing 
Random initializing is widely used when there is no better means for the 
weight initialization. In this method, the starting point of weights within an ANN is 
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randomly set before the back-propagation begins. In practical experiments, this has 
been proved better than the zero weight procedure (Zhou, 1999). However, its 
shortcoming is that all the weights are randomly set, which prevents it from being a 
reliable and popular algorithm. Because is no control to initialize the weight according 
to the training pattern. On the other hand, as the values are randomly generated, it is 
not repeatable. 
Regression on Weight Initializing 
To solve the above-mentioned problem on random weight initialization, a 
solution using traditional numeric algebra of linear regression is developed. Linear 
regression is the process by which linear combinations of the values of one or more 
independent variables are used to predict the value of a dependent variable. In this 
study, a linear regression is applied to approximate the optimal weights. Also, Singular 
Value Decomposition is used in decrease matrix dimension and simplifies the 
calculation in the weight initialization. After the regression applied weight 
initialization, several weights candidate group are generated and stored. These weights 
are superior to what would be attained by random methods because weights are pre-
adapted to conform to the feature space. They provide a good starting point for 
iterative process applied to all weights thereafter. 
3. Convergence Algorithms 
The convergence algorithm is to propagate and reduce ANN's total error. In 
BP ANN, the following algorithms have been widely used: Conjugate Gradient, 
Resilient Back-Propagation (RPROP), Quick Propagation, and Delta-bar-delta 
18 
(Riedmiller, 1994). Since Conjugate Gradient and RPROP have been reported as the 
most promising method in the ANN field, they are chosen as the convergence 
algorithms in this study. Basic concepts and equation of the two are described blow: 
Conjugate Gradient Algorithm 
The conjugate gradient method is effective for symmetric positive definite 
systems. It is the oldest and best known of the non-stationary methods discussed. The 
majority of computation time in this algorithm is spent in finding the minimum of the 
error function along a searching direction. The process of minimizing a univariate 
function requires two steps. First, 3 points were selected along with the function, while 
the 2nd point has a value less than its two neighbors. In this way, the minimum of the 
function was bracketed. In the second step, searching was refined within the 1st and 3rd 
point until the function finally reached to a local minimum. 
Resilient Back-propagation Algorithm 
Riedmiller & Braun (1993) developed RPROP. RPROP stands for "Resilient 
Back-propagation" and is a local adaptive learning scheme. The basic principle of 
RPROP is to eliminate the harmful influence of the size of the partial derivative on the 
weight step. As a consequence, only the sign of the derivative is considered to indicate 
the direction of weight update. The size of weights change is exclusively determined 
by a weight-specific called "Update-value". The second step of RPROP learning is to 
determine the new update-values. The learning process of a BP ANN always takes a 
long time in network training. This makes it inapplicable for a wide range of tasks 
requiring quick solutions. In contrast to other gradient-descent algorithms, RPROP 
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does not use the magnitude of the gradient, but only its sign. It begins with an initial 
small update value, and then increases this value by a factor T/+, if the current gradient 
has the same direction as the previous gradient; or, decreases this value by a factor T/-, 
if the gradient has the opposite direction. Then this update is put to the weight. 
The RPROP can be expressed as: 
aE(t) 
A(I) .. 'f 0 





+ A'(l-1) 'f 0 T/ *LJ. iJ,I --*--> 
awij awij 
(13) 
8.C1l u, else 
where O < T/- < 1 < T/+ 
In this study, the code representation such as binary code and gray code, linear 
regression, and the RPROP convergence algorithm are applied either combined or 
individually. Comparisons and evaluations upon ANN classifier's performance on 
satellite remote sensing data are made. 
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Chapter IV Experiment Design and Implementation 
Data description 
A Landsat-7 ETM+ image that covers the state of Rhode Island was used as 
the original remote sensing data (Figure 5). The satellite image was acquired on 
October 28, 1999. In the classification, 10 different classes were chosen based on 
Rhode Island GIS and USGS classification system (Anderson et al. 1976). The land 
cover categories were: agriculture/grass, barren land, conifer forest, deciduous forest, 
mixed forest, brush land, urban area, water, non-forested wetland and forested 
wetland. The training data were diversely located in the study area. 
The ETM+ data consists of 7 spectral bands from visible to infrared bands and a 
thermal spectral band. In this study, the thermal band was excluded because it 
possesses different spatial resolution (120m) than other six spectral bands (30m). 
Ground referenced sample pixels for the ten classes were collected. The 
referenced data set was divided into two sets, one for training and one for validation 
purposes. The category name and number of sampling pixels are shown in Table 2. 
The scatter plots of the training data from ETM+ are shown in Figure 6. Man-
made objects are relatively easy to distinguish. However vegetations, such as brush 
land and deciduous forest share similar spectral profile and the sample signatures have 
considerable overlap between each other. Such overlap will significantly increase the 
difficulty of the convergence and prolong the training time. 
ANN Design 
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I used a three-layer feed-forward back-propagation network with the sigmoid 
function as the activation function. Its simple deactivation function resulted in a fast 
and reliable convergence. 
The architecture of ANN depends on the classification case. The input data 
dimension determines the number of PEs in the input layer. The number of land cover 
classes determined the number of PE's in the output layer. The hidden-layer PE 
number is a variable. 
My protocol has a 3-layer ANN with 6 input PE's, 10 output PE's, and 
changeable hidden PE's (Figure 7). Variable X in the figure denotes the number of 
hidden layer PE' s. After training, the ANN will be saved in binary format and can be 
applied for satellite image classification. 
Two architectures coordinated to different input formats were tested in this 
research (Figure 8). The six spectral bands from ETM+ were the input, and ten land-
use and land-cover categories were the output. For the gray-code method, each band of 
the ETM+ image was extracted to an 8-bit gray code so that the total input increased 
by 8 times. Therefore, the input layer of the ANN has 48 PE's. The number of hidden 
PE's was left dynamic. Experiments were performed to obtain optimal number of 
hidden PEs for this case. These two ANNs' structures were applied on the same 
training samples and the ETM+ image. Comparisons were made to evaluate the 
performance of the two architectures and to test the efficiency of gray code method. 
Classification Procedure 
The classification process had the following main steps: 
1. Selection and Evaluation of ANN Structures 
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Experiments were designed to find the best architecture for the study. Experiments 
were also carried out to locate the best number of hidden PE based on accuracy, the 
time-consuming, and the complexity of the computations. In the experiments, 120, 
250,300,350 hidden PEs were tested. The optimized hidden PE number was applied 
as the final ANN candidate for the remote sensing image classification. 
2. ANN Training 
Training and testing pixels for each class were collected and saved as area of 
interest (aoi) files. By using the ERDAS Imagine software, pixel values from band 1 
to band 7 were exported to individual ASCII files. Signatures of all the land-use and 
land-cover files were sent to the ANN system for training and classification. 
To evaluate the enhancement of weight initialization and RPROP convergence 
algorithm, experiments in two scenarios were carried out. (1) Normal back-
propagation without any weight initialization; and (2) RPROP algorithm with 
simulated annealing weight initialization. 
After the ANN structure and the convergence algorithm were determined. 
Several ANNs were set up by the Graphic User Interface with decreasing desirable 
total error. Then, all the trained ANN candidates were tested by the testing set. The 
one that has highest testing accuracy among all convergence ANN was chosen to 
perform the image classification. The pre-classification experiment was done on the 
study area shown in Figure 9. 
The final classification was carried on after the best performance ANN was 
identified. The process used considerable disk storage. 
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Experiments Description 
Gray Code Transformation Test 
In this procedure, gray-code transfer program was implemented by C++. Each 
of the brightness values (0 ~ 255) of the Landsat ETM+ pixels was decoded into an 8-
bit gray-code. Then the 6 bands of image pixels were transformed into 48-columns of 
gray code and applied for classification. 
Gray Code vs. Integer 
The training procedure was split into two ways to compare the 6-integer input 
ANN structure against the 48-bit gray-code input ANN. The comparison focused in 
the convergence time and the training result. To make them comparable, linear 
regression of the weight initialization and RPROP method were applied to both of the 
procedures. 
Choosing the Number of Hidden Layer PEs 
The correct number of hidden PE's has long been an unknown factor in ANN 
applications. From preliminary experiments, I found that the optimized number of 
hidden PE's should be case-based. For example, if only the agriculture, water, and 
urban area were applied to the ANN, 20 hidden layer PEs would be enough to get a 
good classification. More hidden PEs would only increase the training time or lead to 
an unexpected result. In this study, the different numbers of hidden PEs (100,150,250 
and 350) for the gray code methods were tested. 
Comparison of No-optimized and Regression and RPROP Applied ANN 
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Sample data selected from ETM+ was applied in ANN training and testing. A 
gradually reduced error tolerance was applied in the process. The error tolerance was 
set to fit a specified time frame. If the error could not get to the level that defined in a 
given time period, the process will stopped and error report was given. Tolerances 
from 10% to 1 %, using 1 % as interval of the overall errors were tested. Two scenario 
were tested and they were: 
1. No weight initialization and pure BP convergence 
2. Full optimization applied, i.e. Gray code, Regression weight initialization, and 
RPROP convergence. 
The initializations were applied to set the initial weights between hidden layer 
and output layer of the ANN. The parameter setting was as follows. 
r( = 1.2, 77-= 0.5, ~o = +10-4 , ~max= 4.0, ~min= +10-9• 
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Chapter V ANN Classification Result 
Comparison Experiments 
Gray-code vs. Integer 
The gray code method was found improving the accuracy of classification 
from 89% to 94% (Table 3). Also, worthy to mention is that the accuracy for class 
mixed forest and forest wetland were greatly improved. 
Number of Hidden-Layer Neurons 
With a clear GUI interface, different ANNs are easily setup using different 
parameters, algorithms, and structures. With the aid of the GUI, many ANNs can be 
tested and compared. In the hidden PE's number selection test, ANNs with 150,250, 
300, 350 hidden PEs were evaluated. When using linear regression to initialize ANNs' 
weights, the more the hidden PEs the better the accuracy (Table 4). However, after 
certain numbers of hidden PE's, training time became the critical problem when more 
hidden PEs were added. It is a trade-off between classification accuracy and the 
number of hidden PE's. Also, the more hidden PE's applied, the problem of over-
fitting may arise. Therefore, based on the experiments, an ANN with 300 hidden PE's 
was chosen in this study. 
Regression and RPROP Applied Training 
RPROP was a superior algorithm corresponded to the simple BP ANN (Table 
5). The RPROP algorithm was more reliable that all tests run to convergence. The 
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simple BP ANN reached convergence in 5 out of 30 total runs. From the aspect of 
performance, the optimized model reached convergence in fewer iterations compared 
to the tremendous number of epochs that the pure BP ANN required. These results 
show that the RPROP algorithm with linear regression weight initialization is the 
better approach for optimizing ANN performance. 
Rhode Island 1999 ETM+ Image Classification 
After the above experiments an ANN model was created. It had 300 PE's in 
hidden-layer. It used gray code method in data representation. It used linear regression 
applied weights initialization and RPROP as convergence algorithm. The ANN was 
trained with pre-collected signatures of the 10 Land-use and Land-cover classes. After 
training this ANN was applied to the Rhode Island 1999 ETM+ image classification 
(Figure 10). For the comparison purpose, another ANN without any optimization 
techniques was also created, trained and evaluated by testing samples. 
Accuracy Assessment 
The error matrix of Optimization Applied BP ANN Classification is shown in 
Table 6 and the error matrix of Non-optimization Applied BP ANN is shown in Table 
7. Comparison the accuracy assessment indicates that great improvements were 
achieved by using linear regression in weight initialization, Gray code coding method 
in data representation and RPROP algorithm in convergence. 
The classification using optimized parameter was 92.27% (Table 6), and was better 
than the results obtained from the Non-optimized classification (Table 7). The 
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optimized ANN is a reliable and promising approach to fulfill demands of the remote 
sensing data analysis. 
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Chapter VI Conclusion and Discussion 
The results show that the gray-code method improved the accuracy of 
classification, especially on the class of Mixed Forest and Forest Wetland. The reasons 
are: (1) The original brightness values (from 0~255) locate nearly the saturation 
portion of the activation function curve, it is hard for the ANN to adjust weights from 
that portion to the optimize value. But O and 1 are just located the best portion on the 
activation function, function output are sensitive to the input within this region. (2) 
The gray code ANN increases the input PEs from 6 to 48, this change dramatically 
increased the number of weights and enlarge the computation space, which is 
necessary to handle the big portion of overlap classes. 
The Gray code method can better represent continuous values. Therefore, some 
minor features were captured and remembered by the network. The result indicate that 
the BP ANN is robust and reliable classification approach for remote sensing image 
analysis. The most effective ANN structure, however, still needs to be explored 
further. Although, ANN has many advantages on the data analysis regardless the 
distribution, it is found that the ANN's structure, classification accuracy, computation 
time were significantly interrelated and affected by the distribution of the 
classification data. 
A simple BP ANN can not offer a practical solution for remote sensing image 
classification. Optimization must be applied to enhance the ANN' s performance. 
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With regression initialization, the more hidden PEs that are used, the better the 
accuracy the ANN. However, training time will become a critical problem when more 
hidden PEs are added. The experiment also indicates that increasing number of hidden 
PEs will move toward a saturation stage. Once the stage is reached, the accuracy will 
not change no matter how you increase the number of the hidden PEs. The correct 
number of hidden PEs should consider the balancing of processing time and the 
accuracy achieved. 
The RPROP algorithm is a superb convergence method that produced excellent 
result in this research. It is an effective approach for fast training and convergence. 
When assisted by regression and gray code method, the final optimized ANN is a 
complete and robust classifier for the remote sensing image classification. 
The results show that the combination of the optimization techniques achieve 
significant improvement and enhance the ANN classifier's performance in both 
computing time and accuracy. 
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Tables 
Table 1. Integer, binary and gray code format 
Integer Binary Gray code 
0 0000 0000 
1 0001 0001 
2 0010 0011 
3 0011 0010 
4 0100 0110 
5 0101 0111 
6 0110 0101 
7 0111 0100 
8 1000 1100 
9 1001 1101 
10 1010 1111 
11 1011 1110 
12 1100 1010 
13 1101 1011 
14 1110 1001 
15 1111 1000 
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Table 2. Training sample and testing sample 
Class Name Training Sample Testing Sample Size 
Size (pixels) (pixels) 
Agriculture 116 153 
Barren Land 146 125 
Conifer Fore st 173 146 
Deciduous Fore st 343 217 
Mixed Fore st 265 155 
Brush Land 75 75 
Urban Area 287 108 
Water 238 133 
Non-forest Wetland 248 163 
Fore st Wetland 52 57 
Total Pixels 1943 1332 
T
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Table 5. Comparison of different BP ANN scenarios 
Algorithm Total Runs Out Runs Time (iterations) 
Pure BP ANN 30 6 >10000 
(Conjugate gradients) 
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Figure 2: An artificial neural network diagram. 
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Figure 4. Bipolar activation function, X and Y axes are real numbers. 
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10 
Figure 5. Landsat-7 ETM+ satellite image of Rhode Island, obtained on Oct. 28 1999 
(Band 4,3,2, in RGB). 
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Figure 6. Distribution of the 10 land-cover classes. a. (left) Band 3 x 4, b. (right) Band 
4x5 
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ANN Architecture for Multi-Spectral Spatial 
Data Classification 
Input layer Hidden layer Output layer 
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Figure 7. ANN architecture for remote sensing image classification. 
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Data Classification 
48inputs 
Figure 8_ Architecture of ANNs. a. (left) integer coding: 6 - x - 10 (number of input 
PEs - number of hidden PEs - number of output PEs); b. (right) binary and gray code 
coding: 48 - x - 10. 
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Figure 9. Pre-classification experiment result on study area. 
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The ANN system implemented the following functions: ANN structure definition and 
construction; ANN training; convergence algorithm selection (simulate anneal, genetic 
algorithm); input/output interface. The main program was first developed by 
Thomson, Master in book "Practical Neural Network Recipes in C++". Original codes 
were compiled and tested in Win32 platform. In the study, codes were modified and 
customized to run on Sun Solaris UNIX. Function interfaces within the computation 
module were modified to embed the RPROP algorithm and other needed facilities. 
In this study, all the modified and customized files are listed below: 
Main program: neural.cpp 
Class definition: classes. h 
Constant variables: const.h 
Function definition: funcdef h 
Main external functions implementation: act June. cpp 
Memory Management: mem. cpp 
All the source codes were implemented in C++. They were compiled by Microsoft 
Visual C++ 6. 0 and performed well by on windows platform. Also codes were 
compiled by GNU g++ compiler on Sun Safaris UNIX 5. 7 environment. 
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II System and limitation constants, typedefs, 
II Includes all class headers 
#include "funcdefs.h" II Function prototypes 
I* 
*I 
These are used in MEM.CPP for diagnostic memory allocation 
extern int mem_log; 
extern long mem_used 
extern char mem_name[SO] 
I* 
II Keep a log on disk? 
II Keeps track of memory usage 
II Full path name of log file 
Forward declarations for static routines 
*I 
static int check_anneal ( char *command, char *rest, struct AnnealParams 
*anneal params ) 











*koh_params , Network **net) 
static int check_learn_params ( char *command, char *rest , struct 
LearnParams *learn_params , int netmod 
static int get_koh_init ( char *rest ) 
static int get_layer_init ( char *rest 
static int get_yn ( char *msg) 
static int ok_to_clear_tset ( TrainingSet **tset 
static int ok_to_clear_weights ( Network **network 
I* 






II Number of command line arguments (includes prog name) 





Declarations of local variables 
User's command control line related variables are here. 
Control_file_number and control_files permit nesting of 'CONTROL' 
commands. 
*I 
If control_file_number equals -1, control commands are read from stdin. 
Otherwise they are read from that file in FILE *control files. 
Up to MAX CONTROL FILES can be stacked. 
int control file number= -1 ; 
files 
II Stack pointer for control 
II This is the stack 
I* 
*I 
FILE *control files[MAX CONTROL FILES] 
char *control line; 
char *command, *rest 
int n_command, n rest 
II User's commands here 
II Pointers to its command and parameter parts 
II Lengths of those parts 
These are network parameters which may be set by the user via commands. 
They are initialized to defaults which indicate that the user has not 
yet set them. As they are set, their current values are placed here. 
When learning is done for a network, their values are copied from here 
into the network object. When a network is read, the object's values 
are copied from it to here. Otherwise, these variables are not used; 
the values in the network object itself are used. The only purpose of 
these variables is to keep track of current values. 
int net model = -1 ; II Network model (see NETMOD ? in CONST.H) -
int out model = -1 ; II Output model (see OUTMOD ? in CONST.H) -
int n_inputs = -1 ; II Number of input neurons 
int n outputs -1 II Number of output neurons -
int n hiddenl -1 II Number of hidden layer one neurons 
int n hidden2 -1 II Ditto layer 2 (0 if just one hidden layer) 
TrainingSet *tset =NULL; 
Network *network= NULL; 
struct LearnParams learn_params 
struct AnnealParams anneal_params 
struct GeninitParams geninit_params 
struct KohParams koh_params ; 
II Training set here 
II Network here 
II General learning parameters 
II Simulated annealing parameters 
II Genetic initialization parameters 
II Kohonen parameters 
int classif output= -1 ; 
training 
II Current class (0=reject) for classif 
II File for EXECUTE output 
I* 








II CLASSIFY confusion reject cutoff 
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/* 
Program starts here. 
Verify that a careless user didn't fail to set the integer size 
correctly when compiling. 
*/ 






(sizeof (int} > 2) { 
printf ( "\nRecompile 
exit ( 1 } ; 
(sizeof (int} < 4} { 
printf ( "\nRecompile 
exit ( 1 } ; 
with VERSION 
with VERSION 
Process command line parameters 
*/ 
16 BIT set to 0 in CONST.H" 
16 BIT set to 1 in CONST.H" 
mem_name[0) = 0 ; // Default is no memory allocation file 
for (i=l ; i<argc; i++} { 
str_to upr ( argv[i) } 
II Process all command line args 
// Easier if all upper case 
if(! strcmp ( argv[i), "/DEBUG"}} { 
sscanf ( argv[++i) , "%s" , mem_name 
} 
} 
if ((strlen ( mem_name} > 1) I I isalpha ( mem_name[0) }} 
/* 
*/ 
printf ( "\nillegal DEBUG drive (%s}; must be 1 letter." } 
exit ( 1 } ; 
) 
continue 
printf "\nillegal command line parameter (%s}", argv[i) } 
exit ( 1 } ; 
Initialize memory allocation debugging 
if (strlen ( mem_name }} { 
strcat ( mem_name, ":mem.log" 
fp = fopen ( mem_name , "wt" } 
if (fp == NULL} { 
printf ( "\nCannot open debugging file %s", mem name 
exit ( 1 ) 
) 
fclose ( fp 







mem used 0 
Initialize defaults 
learn_params.init = -1 ; 
learn_params.quit_err = 0.0 
learn_params.retries 32767 
anneal_params.temps0 3 ; 
anneal_params.temps = 4 ; 
anneal_params.iters0 = 50 ; 
anneal_params.iters = 20 ; 
anneal_params.setback0 = 50 
anneal_params.setback = 20 ; 
anneal_params.start0 = 3.0 ; 
anneal_params.start = 4.0 
anneal_params.stop0 = 1.0 
anneal_params.stop = 0.02 
geninit_params.pool = 50 ; 
geninit_params.gens = 3; 
geninit_params.climb = 0 ; 
geninit_params.overinit = 1.5 
geninit_params.pcross = 0.8 ; 
geninit_params.pmutate = 0.0001 
koh_params.normalization = 0 ; 
koh_params.learn_method = 1 
koh_params.rate = 0.4 ; 
koh_params.reduction = 0.99 
// 0=multiplicative, l=Z 
// 0=additive, l=subtractive 
// learning rate 











MEMTEXT ( "NEURAL: control_line, msg" ) 
if (( (control_line = (char*) MALLOC ( CONTROL_LINE LENGTH+l )) == NULL) 
I I ((msg (char*) MALLOC ( CONTROL_LINE_LENGTH+l )) ==NULL)) 
printf "\ninsufficient memory" ) ; 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
Main loop processes all commands 
for (;;) 
get_control line control line, &control file_number, control files 
split control line 
&n rest) 
control line, &command, &n command, &rest, 
if ( ! n_command) 




sprintf ( msg 
error_message 
"No colon after command: %s", rest ) 
msg ) ; 
) 
continue 
sprintf ( msg , "%s : %s", command, rest ) 
normal_message ( msg) ; 
Act on the command 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "QUIT" ) ) 
break ; 
if (! strcmp ( command, "CONTROL" )) 
stack control file ( rest, &control file number 
continue 
if (! strcmp (command, "NETWORK MODEL" )) 
if ( ! strcmp ( rest , "LAYER" ) ) 
n = NETMOD LAYER 
else if (! strcmp ( rest, "KOHONEN" )) 
n = NETMOD KOH; 
else { 
control files 
sprintf ( msg 
error_message 
continue; 
"Illegal NETWORK MODEL: %s", rest) 
msg ) ; 
if (net_model == n) 
continue ; 
if (ok_to_clear_weights( &network)) { 
net model= n; 
learn_params.init = -1 ; 
) 
else 
warning_message ( "Command aborted" ) 
continue 
if (! strcmp (command, "OUTPUT MODEL" )) 
if ( ! strcmp ( rest , "CLASSIFY" ) ) 
n = OUTMOD CLASSIFY; 
else if (! strcmp ( rest, "AUTO" )) 
n = OUTMOD AUTO; 
else if ( ! strcmp ( rest , "GENERAL" ) ) 
n = OUTMOD_GENERAL; 
else { 
sprintf ( msg 
error_message 
continue ; 
if (out_model n) 
continue ; 
"Illegal OUTPUT MODEL: %s", rest) 
msg ) ; 
if ((ok_to_clear_tset( &tset )) && (ok_to_clear_weights( &network))) 
out_model = n; 
else 
warning_message ( "Command aborted" ) 
continue 
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if ( ! strcmp ( command , "N INPUTS" ) ) { 
m = sscanf ( rest , "%d" , &n ) ; 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n <= 0) I I (n > MAX_INPUTS)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal N INPUTS: %s", rest) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
continue ; 
if (n_inputs == n) 
continue ; 
if ((ok_to clear_tset( &tset)) && (ok_to_clear_weights(&network) )) 
n inputs= n; 
else 
warning_message ( "Command aborted" ) 
continue 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "N OUTPUTS" ) ) 
m = sscanf ( rest , "%d" , &n ) ; 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n <= 0) 11 (n > MAX_OUTPUTS)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal N OUTPUTS: %s", rest ) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
continue ; 
if (n_outputs n) 
continue ; 
if ((ok_to_clear_tset( &tset)) && (ok_to_clear_weights(&network))) 
n_outputs = n; 
else 
warning_message ( "Command aborted" ) 
continue 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "N HIDDENl" ) ) { 
m = sscanf ( rest, "%d" , &n) ; 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n < 0) I I (n > MAX_HIDDEN)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal N HIDDENl: %s", rest 
error_message ( msg) ; 
continue ; 
if (n hiddenl == n) 
continue; 
if (ok_to_clear_weights( &network)) 
n_hiddenl = n; 
else 
warning_message ( "Command aborted" ) 
continue 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "N HIDDEN2" ) ) { 
m = sscanf ( rest , "%d" , &n ) ; 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n < 0) I I (n > MAX_HIDDEN)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal N HIDDEN2: %s", rest 
error_message ( msg) ; 
continue ; 
if (n && ! n_hiddenl) { 
error_message ( "N HIDDEN2 must be O if N HIDDENl IS 0." ) 
continue ; 
if (n hidden2 == n) 
continue ; 
if (ok_to_clear_weights( &network)) 
n hidden2 = n; 
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else 
warning_message ( "Command aborted" ) 
continue 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "TRAIN" ) ) 
if ((out_model == OUTMOD_AUTO) && (n_outputs != n_inputs)) 
warning_message ( "Setting N OUTPUTS= N INPUTS" ) ; 
n outputs= n_inputs 
} 
if (out_model <= 0) 
error_message ( "TRAIN used before OUTPUT MODEL set." 
else if (n_inputs <= 0) 
error_message ( "TRAIN used before N INPUTS set." ) ; 
else if (n_outputs <= 0) 
error_message ( "TRAIN used before N OUTPUTS set." ) ; 
else if ((net_model != NETMOD_KOH) && (out_model == OUTMOD_CLASSIFY) 
&& (classif_output < 0)) 
error_message( "CLASSIFY output mode but CLASSIFY OUTPUT not 
set."); 
else if ((net_model == NETMOD_KOH) 
OUTMOD_CLASSIFY)) 




error_message( "KOHONEN network requires CLASSIFY output mode."); 
else { 
if (tset == NULL) 
MEMTEXT ( "NEURAL: new tset" ) 













rest , classif_output 
command I rest I &anneal params ) ) -
command I rest I &geninit params ) ) -
command I rest I &koh params I &network ) ) -
if (check_learn_params (command, rest, &learn_params , net model )) 
continue ; 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "LEARN" ) ) 
if ( (tset == NULL) I I (tset->ntrain == 0)) 
error_message ( "Cannot LEARN; No training set exists." ) 
continue ; 
if ( (net_model NETMOD_KOH) && (out_model != OUTMOD_CLASSIFY)) 
error_message( "KOHONEN network requires CLASSIFY output mode."); 
continue ; 
if (learn_params.init < 0) { 
error_message( "Initialization method not set."); 
continue 
if (network NULL) 
if (net_model == NETMOD_LAYER) 
if (n_hiddenl < 0) { 
error_message ( "LEARN used before N HIDDENl set." ) 
continue; 
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else if (n hidden2 < 0) 
error_message ( "LEARN used before N HIDDEN2 set." ) 
continue 
"NEURAL: new LayerNet" ) 
else { 
MEMTEXT 
network new LayerNet ( out_model n_inputs , n_hiddenl, 
n hidden2 , n_outputs , 1 , 1 ) ; 
else if (net model== NETMOD KOH) 
MEMTEXT "NEURAL: new KohNet" 
network= new KohNet ( n_inputs , n outputs , 
&koh_params , 1 , 1 ) ; 
if ((network== NULL) 11 ( ! network->ok) ) 
memory_message ( "to create network." ) ; 




network->learn ( tset, &learn params ) 
// Malloc failure? 
if (network->neterr > 0.999999) { // Indicates massive failure 




sprintf ( msg, "Final error= %.4lf%% of max possible", 
100.0 * network->neterr) 
normal_message ( msg) ; 
) 
continue 
if (! strcmp (command, "SAVE WEIGHTS" ) ) 
if (network== NULL) 
error_message ( "There are no learned weights to save." ) 
else 
wt save (network, net model , 0 , rest ) ; 
continue 
if (! strcmp ( command, "RESTORE WEIGHTS" )) 
if (network != NULL) { 
MEMTEXT ( "NEURAL: delete network for restore" 
delete network 
network= NULL; 
network= wt restore ( rest, &net model 
if (network== NULL) 
continue ; 
if (tset != NULL) { 
if ((tset->nin != network->nin) 
11 (tset->nout != network->nout) 
11 (tset->outmod != network->outmod)) 




out model= network->outmod 
n_inputs = network->nin; 
n_outputs = network->nout; 
if (net_model == NETMOD_LAYER) 
n_hiddenl ((LayerNet*) network)->nhidl 
n_hidden2 = ((LayerNet*) network)->nhid2 
} 
if (net_model == NETMOD_KOH) 
koh_params.normalization 
learn_params.init = -1 ; 
continue 
((KohNet *) network)->normalization 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "CLEAR TRAINING" ) ) { 
if (tset != NULL) { 
MEMTEXT ( "NEURAL: delete tset II ) ; 
delete tset 
tset = NULL 
} 
continue 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "CLEAR WEIGHTS" ) ) { 
if (network != NULL) { 





if ( ! strcmp ( command , "CLASSIFY OUTPUT" ) ) { 
if (net_model == NETMOD_KOH) { 
error_message ( "Cannot specify output for KOHONEN model." ) 
continue; 
if (n outputs< 0) 
error_message ( "CLASSIFY OUTPUT used before N OUTPUTS set." ) 
continue ; 
if (out_model != OUTMOD_CLASSIFY) { 
error_message 
( "CLASSIFY OUTPUT only valid when OUTPUT MODEL:CLASSIFY" ) 
continue ; 
m = sscanf ( rest, "%d" , &n) 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n < 0)) { 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal CLASSIFY OUTPUT: %s", rest ) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
} 
else if (n > n_outputs) { 
sprintf msg, "CLASSIFY OUTPUT (%d) exceeds N OUTPUTS (%d)", 
n, n_outputs ) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
} 
else 
classif_output = n 
continue 
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if ( ! strcmp ( command , "OUTPUT FILE" ) ) 
strcpy ( out file, rest) ; 
continue 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "EXECUTE" ) ) 
if (network== NULL) 
error_message ( "There is no trained network" ) 
else 
network->execute from file 
continue 
rest , out file ) ; 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "CLASSIFY" ) ) 
if (network== NULL) 
error_message ( "There is no trained network" ) 
else if (out_model != OUTMOD_CLASSIFY) 
error_message ( "CLASSIFY valid only in CLASSIFY output mode" ) 
else 
network->classify_from_file ( rest, threshold) 
continue 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "RESET CONFUSION" ) ) 
if (network== NULL) 
error_message ( "There is no trained network" 
else 
network->reset confusion () ; 
continue 
if (! strcmp ( command, "CONFUSION THRESHOLD" )) { 
p = atof ( rest ) ; 
if((p<0.0) 11 (p>l00.0)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal CONFUSION THRESHOLD: %s", rest) 
error_message msg) ; 
} 
else 
threshold p / 100.0 
continue 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "SHOW CONFUSION" ) ) 
if (network== NULL) 
error_message ( "There is no trained network" 
else if (out_model != OUTMOD_CLASSIFY) 
error_message ( "CONFUSION valid only in CLASSIFY output mode" ) 
else 
network->show confusion () 
continue 
if (! strcmp (command, "SAVE CONFUSION" )) 
if (network== NULL) 
error_message ( "There is no trained network" 
else if (out_model != OUTMOD_CLASSIFY) 
error_message ( "CONFUSION valid only in CLASSIFY output mode" ) 
else 





sprintf ( msg 
error_message 
"Unknown command: %s", command ) 
msg ) ; 
) II Endless command loop 
MEMTEXT ( "NEURAL: control line, msg" ) 
FREE ( control line ) ; 
FREE ( msg ) ; 
MEMCLOSE () 
return O ; 
Static routines 
static int ok_to_clear_tset( TrainingSet **tset ) 
{ 
if {*tset == NULL) 
return 1 ; 
if (get_yn ( "Existing training set must be cleared. OK" ) ) 
MEMTEXT ( "NEURAL: delete tset" ) ; 
delete *tset 
*tset = NULL 
return 1 ; 
else 
return 0 
static int ok_to clear weights( Network **network) 
{ 
if (*network== NULL) 
return 1 ; 
if (get_yn ( "Existing learned weights must be cleared. OK" )) 
MEMTEXT ( "NEURAL: delete network" ) ; 
delete *network 
*network 




static int get yn ( char *msg) 
int key 
printf ( "\n%s? (Y/N):", msg) 
for (;;) 
//key= getch () 
key = 'Y' ; 




if ((key== 'n') 11 (key 'N')) 
return 0 ; 
printf ( "Y or N:" ) 
} 
static int get layer init ( char *rest 
{ 
if (! strcmp ( rest, "NOINIT" ) ) 
return 0 ; 
else if (! strcmp 
return l ; 
rest, "ANNEAL NOREGRESS" ) ) 
else if (! strcmp 
return 2 ; 
rest , "ANNEAL" ) ) 
else if (! strcmp 
return 3 ; 
rest, "GENETIC" )) 
else if (! strcmp rest , "REGRESS" ) ) 
return 4 ; 
else 
return -1 ; 
static int get koh init ( char *rest 
{ 
if (! strcmp (rest, "NOINIT" )) 
return 0 ; 
else if (! strcmp rest , "RANDOM" ) ) 
return 1 ; 
else 
return -1 ; 
static int check anneal char *command, char *rest, 
struct AnnealParams *anneal_params 
int m, n; 
double p; 
char msg[B0) 
if (! strcmp command, "ANNEAL INIT TEMPS" )) 
m = sscanf ( rest, "%d" , &n) ; 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n <= 0)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal ANNEAL TEMPS: %s", rest ) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
} 
else 
anneal params->tempsO = n 
return 1 ; 
if (! strcmp (command, "ANNEAL TEMPS" )) 
m = sscanf ( rest , "%d" , &n ) ; 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n <= 0)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal ANNEAL INIT TEMPS: %s", rest) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
} 
else 
anneal_params->temps = n 
return 1 ; 
if (! strcmp (command, "ANNEAL INIT ITERS" ) ) 
m = sscanf ( rest, "%d" , &n) ; 
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if ((m <= 0) 11 (n <= 0)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal ANNEAL INIT ITERS: %s", rest ) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
} 
else 
anneal params->iters0 = n 
return 1 ; 
if (! strcmp (command, "ANNEAL ITERS" )) 
m = sscanf ( rest, "%d" , &n} ; 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n <= 0)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal ANNEAL ITERS: %s", rest ) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
} 
else 
anneal_params->iters = n 
return 1 ; 
} 
if ( ! strcmp ( 
m = sscanf ( 
if ( (m <= 0) 
sprintf ( 
command, "ANNEAL INIT SETBACK" ) ) 
rest , "%d" , &n ) ; 
11 (n < 0)) 
msg "Illegal ANNEAL INIT SETBACK: %s", rest) 
( msg ) error_message 
} 
else 
anneal_params->setback0 = n 
return 1 ; 
if (! strcmp (command, "ANNEAL SETBACK" )) 
m = sscanf ( rest, "%d" , &n) ; 
if 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n < 0)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal ANNEAL SETBACK: %s", rest) 
error_message ( msg) 
} 
else 
anneal_params->setback = n 
return 1 ; 
(! strcmp ( command 
p = atof ( rest) ; 
if (p <= 0.0) { 




, "ANNEAL INIT START" ) ) 
"Illegal ANNEAL INIT START: %s", rest ) 
msg ) ; 
anneal_params->start0 p 
return 1 ; 
if (! strcmp ( command 
p = atof ( rest) ; 
if (p <= 0. 0) { 
sprintf ( msg 
error_message 
, "ANNEAL START" ) ) 
"Illegal ANNEAL START: %s", rest) 








(! strcmp ( command 
p = atof ( rest) ; 
if (p <= 0. 0) { 




, "ANNEAL INIT STOP" )) 
"Illegal ANNEAL INIT STOP: Is", rest ) 
msg ) ; 
anneal_params->stop0 p 
return 1 ; 
(! strcmp ( command 
p = atof ( rest) ; 
if (p <= 0.0) { 




, "ANNEAL STOP" ) ) 




return 0 ; 
static int check_genetic char *command, char *rest, 
struct GeninitParams *geninit_params 
int m, n; 
double p; 
char msg[B0] 
if (! strcmp command, "GENETIC INIT POOL" )) 
m = sscanf ( rest, "Id" , &n) ; 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n <= 0)) 
sprintf ( msg ''Illegal GENETIC INIT POOL: Is", rest) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
} 
else 
geninit_params->pool = n 
return 1 ; 
if (! strcmp (command, "GENETIC INIT GENS" ) ) 
m = sscanf ( rest , "Id" , &n) ; 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n <= 0)) 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal GENETIC INIT GENS: %s", rest ) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
} 
else 
geninit_params->gens = n 
return 1 ; 
if (! strcmp (command, "GENETIC INIT CLIMB" )) 
geninit params->climb = 1 ; 
return 1 ; 
if (! strcmp (command, "GENETIC INIT NOCLIMB" ) ) 
geninit_params->climb = 0 ; 
return 1 ; 
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if ( ! strcmp ( command , "GENETIC INIT CROSS" ) ) { 
p = atof ( rest ) ; 
if((p<0.0) 11 (p>l.0)){ 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal GENETIC INIT CROSS: %s", rest) 




return 1 ; 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "GENETIC INIT MUTATE" ) ) { 
p = atof ( rest ) ; 
if((p<0.0) 11 (p>l.0)l{ 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal GENETIC INIT MUTATE: %s", rest) 




return 1 ; 
if (! strcmp ( command 
p = atof ( rest) ; 
if (p < 1.0) { 




, "GENETIC INIT OVERINIT" ) ) { 
"Illegal GENETIC INIT OVERINIT: %s", rest ) 
msg ) ; 
geninit_params->overinit p 
return 1 ; 
return 0 
static int check_kohonen ( char *command, char *rest, struct KohParams 




if (! strcmp command I "KOHONEN NORMALIZATION MULTIPLICATIVE" )) { 
if (koh_params->normalization == 0) 
return 1 ; 
if (ok_to_clear_weights( net)) 
koh_params->normalization = 0 
return 1 ; 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "KOHONEN NORMALIZATION Z" ) ) { 
if (koh_params->normalization == 1) 
return 1 ; 
if (ok_to_clear_weights( net)) 
koh_params->normalization = 1 
return 1 ; 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "KOHONEN LEARN ADDITIVE" ) ) { 
koh_params->learn_method = 0 ; 
return 1 ; 
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if ( ! strcmp ( command ' "KOHONEN LEARN SUBTRACTIVE" ) ) { 
koh_params->learn_method = 1 ; 
return 1 ; 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "KOHONEN LEARNING RATE" ) ) { 
p = atof ( rest) ; 
if((p<0.0) 11 (p>l.0)l{ 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal KOHONEN LEARNING RATE: %s", rest) 




return 1 ; 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "KOHONEN LEARNING REDUCTION" ) ) { 
p = atof ( rest) ; 
if((p<0.0) 11 (p>l.0)){ 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal KOHONEN LEARNING REDUCTION: %s", rest ) 




return 1 ; 
return 0 
static int check_learn_params ( char *command, char *rest, struct 
LearnParams *learn_params , int netmod) 
int m, n 
double p 
char msg[S0] 
if ( ! strcmp command , "QUIT ERROR" ) ) { 
p = atof ( rest) I 100.0 ; II User expresses it as percent 
if((p<0.0) 11 (p>l.0)){ 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal QUIT ERROR: %s", rest ) 
error_message msg) ; 
} 
else 
learn params->quit_err p 
return 1 ; 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "QUIT RETRIES" ) ) { 
m = sscanf ( rest, "%d" , &n) ; 
if ( (m <= 0) I I (n < 0)) { 
sprintf ( msg "Illegal QUIT RETRIES: %s", rest ) 
error_message ( msg) ; 
} 
else 
learn_params->retries = n 
return 1 ; 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "LAYER INIT" ) ) { 
if (netmod != NETMOD_LAYER) { 
error_message ( "LAYER INIT makes no sense for this model." ) 
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return 1 ; 
} 
if ((n = get layer init ( rest)} < 0) 
error_message ( "Illegal LAYER INIT method." 
return 1 ; 
} 
learn_params->init = n 
return 1 ; 
if ( ! strcmp ( command , "KOHONEN INIT" ) ) { 
if (netmod != NETMOD_KOH) { 
error_message ( "KOHONEN INIT makes no sense for this model." ) 
return 1 ; 
if ( (n = get_koh init ( rest ) } < 0) { 
error_message ( "Illegal KOHONEN INIT method." ) 
return 1 ; 
} 
learn_params->init = n 




Main classes defination head file: classes.h 
class TrainingSet 
public: 
TrainingSet ( int outmodel, int n_inputs , int n_outputs 
~TrainingSet () ; 











of samples in 'data' 
training data here 
model (see OUTMOD_? 
of input neurons 




unsigned bufcnt // Sample areas remaining unused at end of 'data' 
SingularValueDecomp - Singular value decomposition of matrices 
Normally, the user would: 
1) Use 'new' to create a SingularValueDecomp object with all necessary 
memory (a, u?, w, v, work, b) allocated by the constructor. 
2) Fill in the public 'a' with the matrix to be decomposed. 
3) Call svdcmp to decompose a, replacing it with the U matrix if 
preserve 
is zero, else computing u. 
This will also compute wand v, which are normally not used but are 
public just in case the user wants to access them. 
4) Fill in the 'b' vector with the right hand side of the equations. 
5) Call backsub with a pointer to the cols vector which is where the 
solution will be placed. This vector is NOT allocated by the 
constructor. The outputs of svdcmp (a, u?, w, v) will not be 
disturbed. 
*/ 
6) Repeat the above step as desired. 
7) Delete the SingularValueDecomp object, which frees all memory which 





SingularValueDecomp ( int rows , int cols , int preserve) 
~SingularValueDecomp () ; 
void svdcmp () 
void backsub ( double thresh double *x) 
int ok ; // Was memory allocation successful? 







// Rows by cols input of 'A' matrix, output of U 
// unless preserve != 0, in which case U output here 
// Cols vector output of singular values, not sorted 
// Cols by cols output of 'V' matrix 







// Number of rows in 'A' matrix 
// and number of columns 
// Cols work vector (allocated by constructor) 
Network - General parent of things common to all networks 
The constructors for the child classes set 'ok' to one if all memory 
allocation succeeded. Otherwise they set it to zero, 
class Network 
public: 
void classify_from_file ( char *name, double thresh) 
void execute_from_file ( char *inname , char *outname ) ; 
virtual void learn ( TrainingSet *Tptr, struct LearnParams *lptr) 0 
void reset_confusion () ; 
void save_confusion ( char *name 
void show_confusion () 
virtual void trial ( double *input) 0 
virtual int wt_save ( FILE *fp) = 0 









// Was all constructor memory allocation successful? 
// Output neuron activations here if exe nonzero 
// Mean square error of the network if executed 
// Output model (see OUTMOD_? in CONST.HJ 
// Number of input neurons 
// Number of output neurons 
// Handy work area avoids malloc/free (see CONFUSE.CPP) 
protected: 
double trial_error ( TrainingSet *tptr) // Compute training set error 




Nhidl and nhid2 are the number of neurons in the first and second layers 
respectively. Either or both may be zero. If nhidl is zero, it is 
assumed 
*I 
that nhid2 is also zero. 
Weights for a layer are stored as a two dimensional matrix strung out into 
a vector. For example, the first element in hidl coefs is the weight 
connecting the first input neuron to the first hidden neuron. The second 
connects the second input to the first hidden. The nin+l element is the 
bias for the first hidden unit. The nin+2 connects the first input to the 
second hidden, et cetera. 
class LayerNet: public Network { 
public: 
LayerNet ( int outmodel, int n_inputs , int n hiddenl , int n hidden2 , 
int n_outputs , int exe, int zero) ; 
~LayerNet () 
void learn ( TrainingSet *tptr, struct LearnParams *lptr) 
void trial ( double *input) 
int wt_save ( FILE *fp) ; 




II Number of neurons in hidden layer 1 
II Ditto for hidden layer 2 
void anneal ( TrainingSet *tptr, struct LearnParams *lptr, LayerNet 
*bestnet, int init) ; 
double conjgrad ( TrainingSet *tptr, int maxits , double reltol , double 
errtol ) 
double rprop ( TrainingSet *tptr, int maxits , double reltol, double 
errtol ) ; 
void check_grad ( TrainingSet *tptr, double *grad) 
double find_grad ( TrainingSet *tptr, double *hid2delta, double 
*outdelta, double *grad) ; 
void find_new_dir ( double gam, double *g, double *h, double *grad 
double gamma ( double *g, double *grad) ; 
void copy_weights ( LayerNet *dest, LayerNet *source 
double direcmin ( TrainingSet *tptr, double start_err, int itmax, 
double eps , double tol , double *base, double *direc) ; 
void negate_dir ( double *direc) ; 
void preserve ( double *base ) ; 
void step_out ( double step, double *direc, double *base) 
void update_dir ( double step, double *direc) ; 
void gen_init ( TrainingSet *tptr, struct LearnParams *lptr) ; 
void perturb ( LayerNet *cent, LayerNet *perturbed, double temp, int 
regress) 
double regress ( TrainingSet *tptr, SingularValueDecomp *sptr) ; 
void zero_weights () 
double *hidl coefs 
double *hid2 coefs 
fastest) 
II nhidl * (nin+l) weights (in changes fastest) 
II nhid2 * (nhidl+l) weights (hidl changes 
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double *out coefs 
fastest) 






// Hid 1 neuron activations here if exe nonzero 
// Ditto hidden layer 2 
There are no hidden units and no bias terms. 
The output weights are stored as a two dimensional matrix 
strung out into a vector. 
For example, the first element in out_coefs is the weight 
connecting the first input neuron to the first output neuron. 
The second connects the second input to the first output. 
Element nin+l connects the first input to the second output, etc. 
class KohNet: public Network { 
public: 
KohNet ( int n inputs , int n_outputs , KohParams *kp, int exe, int zero 
~KohNet () 
void learn TrainingSet *tptr, struct LearnParams *lptr) 
void trial double *input) 
int wt_save ( FILE *fp) ; 
void wt restore ( FILE *fp 
int normalization // O=multiplicative, l=Z 
private: 
void copy_weights ( KohNet *dest, KohNet *source ) 
void epochl ( TrainingSet *tptr, double rate, int learn method, int 
*won, double *bigerr, double *correc, double *work) ; 
void epoch2 ( double rate, int learn_method, int *won, double *bigcorr 
, double *correc) ; 
void force_win ( TrainingSet *tptr, int *won) ; 
void initialize () ; 
void in_norm ( double *input , double *normfac, double *synth 
int winner ( double *input double *normfac, double *synth) 
void wt_norm ( double *w) ; 
void zero_weights () 
double *out coefs // nout * (nin+l) weights 
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System Constants defination file: const.h 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/* */ 
/* CONST.H - System and program limitation constants 







#define MALLOC memalloc 
#define FREE memfree 
#define REALLOC memrealloc 
#define MEMTEXT memtext 
#define MEMCLOSE memclose 
#else 
#define MALLOC malloc 
#define FREE free 
#define REALLOC realloc 
#define MEMTEXT notext 
#define MEMCLOSE nomemclose 
#endif 
#define VERSION 16 BIT 0 
#if VERSION 16 BIT 
#define TRAIN BUF SIZE 16384 
at a time*/ 
#define MAX INPUTS 64 
#define MAX HIDDEN 64 
#define MAX OUTPUTS 64 
#else 
#define TRAIN BUF SIZE 65536 
#define MAX INPUTS 1024 
#define MAX HIDDEN 1024 
#define MAX OUTPUTS 1024 
#endif 















CONTROL LINE LENGTH 
MAX CONTROL FILES 16 
LTAB LENGTH 1000 
LTAB MAX 10.0 
NEURON ON 0.8 
NEURON OFF 0.2 
255 
/* Alloc this much tsets mem (max) 
/* Number of network inputs*/ 
/* Number of hidden neurons*/ 
/* Number of network outputs*/ 
/* rand() returns from O through 
/* Max length of user's control 
/* Nesting of control files 
/* Activation function table length 
/* Maximum in that table 
/* Target output activation levels 
/* must not be forced to 0 and 1 
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These are network model codes. If additional networks are 
defined, they 
should be appended, leaving existing ones with the same codes, in 
order 
to avoid disk file incompatibilites. They must be positive (-1 = 
unset). 
*I 
#define NETMOD LAYER 1 
#define NETMOD KOH 2 
I* 
These are output model codes. If additional outputs are defined, 
they 
should be appended, leaving existing ones with the same codes, in 
order 
to avoid disk file incompatibilites. They must be positive (-1 = 
unset). 
*I 
#define OUTMOD CLASSIFY 1 
#define OUTMOD AUTO 2 
#define OUTMOD GENERAL 3 
I* 
The annealing parameters have a zero suffix for the value used for 
finding 
starting weights. The non-zero parameters are for when annealing 
is used 
to (hopefully) escape from local minima during learning. 
*I 
struct AnnealParams 
int temps0 ; 
int temps ; 
int iters0 ; 
int iters ; 
int setback0 
int setback; 







int gens ; 
population 
int climb ; 
double overinit 
double pcross ; 
double pmutate; 
} ; 
struct KohParams { 
II Number of temperatures 
II Iterations per temperature 
II Set back iteration counter if improvement 
II Starting temperature 
II Stopping temperature 
II Number of individuals in population pool 
II Number of generations after initial 
II Use hill climbing (elitism)? 
II Overinitialization factor (<= 1) 
II Probability of crossover 
II Probability of mutation 








struct LearnParams { 
int init; 
3=genetic, 4=regress 
double quit err 
this low 
II 0=multiplicative, l=Z 
II 0=additive, l=subtractive 
II Learning rate (0-1) 
II Learning rate reduction per pass (0-1) 
II 0=no init, l=ann noreg, 2=anneal, 
II Quit if mean square error fraction of max 
int retries ; II Quit after this many random retries 
struct AnnealParams *ap; 
struct GeninitParams *gp 
struct KohParams *kp; 
) i 
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extern double actderiv double f ) 
extern double activity double *input , double *coefs , int n 
extern double act func double X ) 
extern double min (double fl, double f2 
extern double max (double fl, double f2 
extern void act_func_init () 
extern double dotprod ( int n, double *vecl , double *vec2 ) 
extern void error_message ( char *msg) 
extern int getch () 
extern void get_control_line ( char *control_line, int 
*control_file_number, FILE *control_files[) ) 
extern double inverse act ( double f) 
extern int kbhit () 
extern long longrand () 
extern long longrandmax () 
extern void *memalloc ( unsigned int n ) 
extern void memclose () 
extern void memfree ( void *ptr ) 
extern void *memrealloc ( void *ptr , unsigned 
extern void memtext ( char *text ) 
extern void memory_message ( char *msg 
extern void normal _message ( char *msg 
extern void nomemclose () 
extern void notext ( char *text 
extern double ParseDouble ( char **str 
extern void progress_message ( char *msg 
int size 
) 
extern void shake ( int nvars , double *center, double *x, double 
temp) 
extern void slongrand ( long iseed) 
extern void split_control_line ( char *line, char **command, int 
*n_command, char **rest, int *n_rest) 
extern void stack_control_file ( char *filename, int 
*control_file_number, FILE *control files[] ) 
extern void str_to_upr ( char *str) 
extern double unifrand () 
extern double veclen ( int n, double *v) 
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extern void warning_message ( char *msg) 
extern Network *wt_restore ( char *name, int *net model 
extern void wt save ( Network *net, int net model, int updating, 
char *name); 
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Main external functions: act_func.cpp 
/***************************************************************************/ 
I* * I 
I* ACT FUNC - Compute the activation function *I 
I* * I 
I* This also contains the routine actderiv which computes the derivative. *I 








#include "const.h" II System and limitation constants, typedefs, 
II Includes all class headers 
structs 
#include "classes.h" 
#include "funcdefs.h" II Function prototypes 
I* 
*I 
This uses a piecewise linear approximation. The routine 
'act func init' must be called before the 'act func' function 
in order to initialize the interpolation table. 
static double f_factor, f f[LTAB_LENGTH], f_d[LTAB_LENGTH] 
void act func init () 
inti; 
f factor= (double) (LTAB_LENGTH - 1) I (double) LTAB_MAX; 
for (i=0 ; i<LTAB LENGTH; i++) { 
f_f[i] = 1.0 1-(1.0 + exp ( - ((double) i) If factor)) 
if (i) 
f_d[i-1] f_f[i] - f_f[i-1] 
void act func initl () 
int i ;_ 
f factor= (double) (LTAB_LENGTH - 1) I (double) LTAB_MAX; 
for ( i=0 ; i <LTAB LENGTH ; i ++) { 
f_f[i] = 2.0 1-(1.0 + exp ( - ((double) i) If factor)) - 1.0 
if (i) 
f_d[i-1] f_f[i] - f f[i-1] 




if (x >= 0.0) 
xd = x * f factor 
i = (int) xd; 
if (i >= (LTAB_LENGTH - 1)) 
return f f[LTAB_LENGTH-1] 
II One symmetric half 
II Find location in table 
II Subscript in table 
II If outside table 
II hold at highest entry 
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return f f[i] + f_d[i] * (xd - i) II Else interpolate 
else II Other symmetric half 
xd = -x * f factor; 
i = (int) xd; 
if (i >= (LTAB_LENGTH - 1)) 
return 1.0 - f_f[LTAB_LENGTH-1] 
return 1.0 - (f_f[i] + f_d[i] * (xd - i)) 






if (x >= 0.0) II One symmetric half 
xd = x * f factor 
i = (int) xd; 
II Find location in table 
if (i >= (LTAB_LENGTH - 1)) 
II 
II 
II return f_f[LTAB_LENGTH-1] 
return f_f[i] + f_d[i] * (xd - i) 
Subscript in table 
If outside table 
hold at highest entry 
; II Else interpolate 
else II Other symmetric half 
xd = -x * f factor; 
i = (int) xd; 
if (i >= (LTAB_LENGTH - 1)) 
return - f_f[LTAB_LENGTH-1] 
return - (f_f[i] + f_d[i] * (xd - i)) 
ACTDERIV - Compute the derivative of the activation function. 
Note that it is written as a function of the output activation, 
f(net), rather than net itself. 
This is all that is needed for the logistic activation function. 
If the user tries other functions, appropriate reparameterization 
must be done. To make this dependent on the net would 
necessitate storing the nets, which is otherwise unnecessary. 
double actderiv ( double f 
{ 
return f * (1.0 - f) ; II Logistic derivative 
double actderivl ( double f) 
{ 
return 0.5 * (1.0 - f * f) 
I* 
II symmetric derivative 
INVERSE ACT - Compute the inverse of the activation function. 
*I 
double inverse_actl ( double f 
{ 
return -log ( 2.0 I ( f + 1 
double inverse act ( double f) 
{ 
- 1.0 ) II Inverse logistic function 
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return -log ( 1.0 / f - 1.0 } 
double max (double fl, double f2} 
{ 




double min (double fl, double f2} 
{ 
if ( fl>f2} 
return f2 ; 
else 
return fl 
// Inverse logistic function 
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I* memalloc - Allocate memory 
*I 
I* memrealloc - Reallocate memory 
*I 
I* memfree - Free allocated memory 
*I 
I* memtext - Write comments to the memory allocation file 
*I 




I* This routine opens, then closes the record file for each transaction, 
*I 
I* ensuring that a record will always exist despite catastrophic failure. 
*I 
I* Flushing the file theoretically does the same thing, but is definitely 
*I 

























II System and limitation constants, typedefs, 
II Includes all class headers 
II Function prototypes 
#define MAX BLOCKS 1024 
int mem log; II Keep a log on disk? 
long mem used=0 
char mem_name[B0] 
II Keeps track of max memory usage 
II Full path name of log file 
static long blocks[MAX_BLOCKS] 
static unsigned bsize[MAX_BLOCKS] 
static int nblocks=0 
static long memtot=0 
static FILE *memfp; 
void *memalloc ( unsigned n) 
void *ptr; 
if (n == 0) 
II Ptrs to allocated blocks 
II Size of those blocks 
II Number of blocks 
II Total bytes allocated 
II Recording file 
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printf "\nMEM ERROR: zero length" ) 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
if (nblocks == MAX BLOCKS) { 
printf ( "\nMEM ERROR: limit exceeded" ) 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
ptr = (void*) malloc ( n) 
if (ptr ! = NULL) { 
bsize[nblocks) = n; 
blocks[nblocks++) = (long) ptr 
memtot += n; 
if (memtot > mem_used) 
mem used= memtot ; 
if (mem_log) { 
memfp = fopen mem_name, "at" ) 
fprintf ( memfp, "\nA:%ld (%d) %u bytes tot=%ld" , 
(long) ptr, nblocks, n, memtot) 
fclose ( memfp) ; 
return ( ptr) 
void memfree ( void *ptr) 
inti ; 
for (i=nblocks-1 ; i>=0 ; i--) { // Find this block 
if (blocks[i) == (long) ptr) 
break; 
if (mem log) { 
memfp = fopen mem_name , "at" ) ; 
fprintf ( memfp , "\nF:%ld (%di", (long) ptr, nblocks ) 
if (i < 0) 
fprintf ( memfp, "ILLEGAL!" ) 
fclose ( memfp) ; 
) 
if (i < 0) { 
printf ( "\nMEM ERROR: ILLEGAL FREE." ) 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
memtot - bsize[i) 
--nblocks 
while (i<nblocks) // Compress out because no longer used 
blocks[i) = blocks[i+l) 
bsize[i) = bsize[i+l) ; 
++i 
free ( ptr) 
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void *memrealloc ( void *ptr, unsigned n) 
inti ; 
void *newptr 
for (i=nblocks-1 ; i>=0 ; i--) { // Find this block 
if (blocks[i] == (long) ptr) 
break ; 
if (mem log) { 
memfp = fopen ( mem_name , "at" ) 
fprintf ( memfp, "\nR:%ld (Id) %u bytes", 
(long) ptr, nblocks, n) ; 
if (i >= 0) 
fprintf ( memfp tot=lld", memtot+n-bsize[i] 
else 
fprintf memfp "ILLEGAL!" ) ; 
fclose ( memfp) ; 
if (i < 0) { 
printf ( "\nMEM ERROR: ILLEGAL REALLOC." ) 
exit ( 1 ) ; 
newptr = (void*) realloc ( ptr, n) 
if (newptr != NULL) { 
memtot = memtot + n - bsize[i] 
bsize[i] = n; 
blocks[i] = (long) newptr 
if (memtot > mem_used) 
mem used= memtot; 
return newptr 
void memtext ( char *text) 
{ 
if (mem_log) { 
memfp = fopen ( mem_name , "at" ) 
fprintf ( memfp, "\nls", text) ; 
fclose ( memfp) ; 
} 
void notext ( char *text) 
return; 
void memclose (} 
) ; 
inti ; 
if (mem_log) { 
memfp = fopen 
fprintf( memfp, 
mem name , "at" } ; 
"\nFinal blocks=ld max memory=lld", 
for (i=0 ; i<nblocks ; i++} 
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nblocks , mem used 
fprintf ( rnemfp , "\n%ld", (long) blocks [i) ) 
fclose (memfp) ; 
) 




Major convergence algorithms: CG and RPROP were implemented by C++. They 
were used to compute and adjust the network to find the next search direction. 
Both of the conjugate.cpp and rprop.cpp were embedded into the system, they were 
called by the main program when training came to convergence step. 
The CG algorithm started with a base point X O, served as a standard point of 
departure for the line minimization. The network error at this point was provided as 
start_err. A step in the direction then was taken to provide a second point. With the 
two points, the third point was taken upon the comparison of the first two. After 
successfully chose 3 points, it is possible to fit a parabola to those point and explicitly 
locate the minimum of that parabola. During the searching, the best (the lowest error) 
points are kept in xbest variable. This procedure applied to all the weights within the 
ANN at the same time, until the needed error tolerance was been reached. There was 
also a maximum-try parameter set by user. If the total searching number exceeded this 
constant, the program would give up the searching and return the so far the best result. 
RPROP convergence was a different procedure. In contrast to other gradient-descent 
algorithms, RPROP does not use the magnitude of the gradient, but only its sign. It 
begins with an initial small update value, and then increases this value by a factor 77+, 
if the current gradient has the same direction as the previous gradient; or, decreases 
this value by a factor 77-, if the gradient has the opposite direction. Then this update is 
put to the weight. The whole training process by epoch. The procedure stops on two 
82 
-
conditions: either the total error tolerance was reached, or the total epoch number 
exceeded the maximum-try parameter. 
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Convergence Algorithm: Conjugate Gradient 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/* */ 
/* Conjugate.cpp - Conjugate Gradient Learning */ 
1~ */ 
/* Normally this returns the mean square error, which will be 0-1. */ 
/* If the user interrupted, it returns the negative mean square error*/ 









#include "const.h" // System and limitation constants, typedefs, 
structs 
#include "classes.h" // Includes all class headers 
// Function prototypes #include "funcdefs.h" 
double LayerNet: :conjgrad 
/* 
*/ 
TrainingSet *tptr, // Training set to use 
int maxits , // Maximum iterations allowed 
double reltol , // Relative error change tolerance 
double errtol // Quit if error drops this low 
) 
inti, n, iter, key, retry, max_retry; 
double gam, *g, *h, *outdelta, *hid2delta, *grad, *base 
double error; 
double prev_err 
max_retry = 5 ; 
Allocate work memory 
MEMTEXT ( "CONJGRAD work" 
if (nhid2) { 
hid2delta = (double*) MALLOC ( nhid2 * sizeof(double) ) 
if (hid2delta == NULL) 
return -2.0 ; 
else 
hid2delta =NULL; 
outdelta = (double*) MALLOC ( nout * sizeof(double) 
if (nhidl == 0) II No hidden layer 
n = nout * (nin+l) 
else if (nhid2 == 0) // One hidden layer 
n = nhidl * (nin+l) + nout * (nhidl+l) ; 
else // Two hidden layers 
n = nhidl * (nin+l) + nhid2 * (nhidl+l) + nout * (nhid2+1) 
grad (double*) MALLOC ( n * sizeof(double) ) 
base (double*) MALLOC ( n * sizeof(double) ) 






h = (double*) MALLOC ( n * sizeof(double) ) 
if ( (outdelta == NULL) I I (grad == NULL) I I 
(base== NULL) I I (g == NULL) I I (h == NULL)) 
if (hid2delta != NULL) 
FREE ( hid2delta) ; 
if (outdelta != NULL) 
FREE ( outdelta) ; 
if (grad != NULL) 
FREE ( grad ) ; 
if (base != NULL) 
FREE ( base ) 
if (g != NULL) 
FREE ( g ) ; 
if (h != NULL) 
FREE ( h) 
return -2. 0 ; / / Flags error 
prev_err = l.e30 ; 







n * sizeof(double) 
n * sizeof(double) 
Main iteration loop is here 
for (iter=0 ; iter<maxits ; iter++) { // Each iter is an epoch 
printf ("\n here comes the Id iterations \n ", iter); 
printf ("In this iteration, start error is %lf\n", error); 
Check current error against user's max. Abort if user pressed ESCape 
if (error<= errtol) { // If our error is within user's limit 
printf ("In Id iterations, We finished! \n", iter); 
break // then we are done! 
if (error<= reltol) { // Generally not necessary: reltol<errtol in 
printf ("It showes that error < reltol, so exit"); 
break // practice, but help silly users 
prev_err = error 
error= direcmin tptr, error, 10 , 1.e-10 , 
0.5, base, grad) 
printf ("After direcmin,error becomes %lf \n" error); 
if (error < 0. 0) { / / Indicates user pressed ES Cape 




if ((2.0 * (prev_err - error)) <= // If this direc gave poor 
(reltol * (prev_err +error+ l.e-10))) // will use random direc 
printf ("it seems that this direct gives poor result\n"); 
prev_err =error; // But first exhaust grad 
error find_grad ( tptr, hid2delta, outdelta, grad) ; 
error= direcmin ( tptr, error, 15, l.e-10 , 
l.e-3 , base, grad) ; 
for (retry=0 ; retry<max_retry; retry++) { 
for (i=0 ; i<n; i++) 
grad[i] = (double) (rand() - RANDMAX/2) / (RANDMAX * 10.0) 
error= direcmin ( tptr, error, 10 , l.e-10 , 
l.e-2 , base, grad) ; 
if (error< 0.0) {// Indicates user pressed ESCape 
printf ("User press ESCape here \n"); 
goto CGFINISH; 
if (retry< max_retry/2) 
continue 
if ((2.0 * (prev_err - error)) > 
(reltol * (prev_err +error+ l.e-10)) ) 
printf ("In %d'th retry,we got enough improvement\n",retry); 
break ; // Get out of retry loop if we improved enough 
// For retry 
if (retry== max_retry) // If we exhausted all tries 
printf ("hopeless to get out for conj:"); 
break; // probably hopeless 
memcpy ( g, grad, n * sizeof(double) 
memcpy ( h, grad, n * sizeof(double) 




Setup for next iteration 
error= find_grad ( tptr, hid2delta, outdelta, grad) 
printf ("prepare next iteration, now error is %lf\n", error); 
gam = gamma ( g, grad) ; 
if (gam < 0.0) 
gam = 0.0 ; 
if (gam > 1.0) 




find_new dir ( gam, g, h, grad) 
printf ("Just find the new direction\n"); 
II This is the end of the main iteration loop 




MEMTEXT ( "CONJGRAD work" 
if (hid2delta != NULL) 
FREE ( hid2delta ) 
printf ("We exit from the 
FREE ( outdelta ) ; 
FREE ( grad ) 
FREE ( base ) 
FREE ( g ) 
FREE ( h ) ; 
return error 
CGFINISH"); 
Local routine to compute gradient for a trial epoch 











inti, j, size, tset, tclass, n, nprev, nnext ; 
double error, *dptr, diff, delta, *hidlgrad, *hid2grad, *outgrad 
double *outprev, *prevact, *nextcoefs, *nextdelta, *gradptr; 
Compute size of each training sample 
(outmod -- OUTMOD CLASSIFY) -
size = nin + 1 ; 
else if (outmod OUTMOD AUTO) -
size = nin ; 
else if (outmod OUTMOD GENERAL) -
size = nin + neut ; 
Compute length of grad vector and gradient positions in it. 
Also point to layer previous to output and its size. 
Ditto for layer after hidl. 
if (nhidl == 0) II No hidden layer 
n =neut* (nin+l) 
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outgrad = grad 
nprev = nin 
} 
else if (nhid2 0) { II One hidden layer 
n = nhidl * (nin+l) + nout * (nhidl+l) 
hidlgrad =grad; 
outgrad =grad+ nhidl * (nin+l) ; 
outprev = hidl ; 
nprev = nhidl ; 
nnext = nout; 
nextcoefs out coefs ; 
nextdelta outdelta; 
else { II Two hidden layers 
n = nhidl * (nin+l) + nhid2 * (nhidl+l) + nout * (nhid2+1) 
hidlgrad =grad; 
hid2grad =grad+ nhidl * (nin+l) ; 
outgrad = hid2grad + nhid2 * (nhidl+l) 
outprev = hid2 ; 
nprev = nhid2 ; 
nnext = nhid2 ; 
nextcoefs hid2 coefs ; 
nextdelta = hid2delta; 
} 
for (i=0 i<n; i++) II Zero gradient for summing 
grad[i] = 0.0 
error= 0.0 
for (tset=0 
II Will cumulate total error here 
tset<tptr->ntrain; tset++) { II Do all samples 
dptr = tptr->data +size* tset; 
trial ( dptr) ; 
if (outmod == OUTMOD_AUTO) { 
for (i=0 ; i<nout; i++) { 
diff = *dptr++ - out[i] 
error+= diff * diff 
outdelta[i] = diff * actderiv 
} 
else if (outmod == OUTMOD_CLASSIFY) 
tclass = (int) dptr[nin] - 1 ; 
for (i=0 ; i<nout; i++) 
if (tclass == i) 
diff NEURON ON - out[i] 
else 
diff NEURON OFF - out[i] 
error+= diff * diff 
outdelta[i] = diff * actderiv 
) 
else if (outmod == OUTMOD_GENERAL) 
dptr += nin; 
for (i=0 ; i<nout ; i++) { 
diff = *dptr++ - out[i] 
error+= diff * diff 
II Point to this sample 
II Evaluate network for it 
II If this is AUTOASSOCIATIVE 
II then the expected outputs 
II are just the inputs 
out [i] ) ; 
II If this is Classification 
II class is stored after inputs 
II Recall that train added a 
II fraction so that the above 
II truncation to get tclass is 
II always safe in any radix 
out [i] ) 
II If this is GENERAL output 
II outputs stored after inputs 












Cumulate output gradient 
if (nhidl == 0) II No hidden layer 
prevact 
else 
tptr->data +size* tset; 
prevact outprev; // Point to previous layer 
gradptr = outgrad; 
for (i=0 ; i<nout; i++) { 
delta= outdelta[i) ; 
for (j=0 ; j<nprev; j++) 
*gradptr++ +=delta* prevact[j) 
*gradptr++ +=delta; // Bias activation is always 1 
) 
if (tset tptr->ntrain -1 ) { / /at last time 
} 
Cumulate hid2 gradient (if it exists) 
if (nhid2) { 
gradptr = hid2grad 
for (i=0 ; i<nhid2 i++) { 
delta= 0.0 ; 
for (j=0 ; j<nout ; j++) 
delta+= outdelta[j] * out coefs[j*(nhid2+l)+i) 
delta*= actderiv ( hid2[i) ) ; 
hid2delta[i) =delta; 
for (j=0 ; j<nhidl ; j++) 
*gradptr++ +=delta* hidl[j) 
*gradptr++ += delta ; // Bias activation is always 1 
} 
Cumulate hidl gradient (if it exists) 
if (nhidl) 
prevact tptr->data +size* tset 
gradptr hidlgrad 
for (i=0 ; i<nhidl ; i++) { 
delta= 0.0 ; 
for (j=0 ; j<nnext ; j++) 
delta+= nextdelta[j] * nextcoefs[j*(nhidl+l)+i) 
delta*= actderiv ( hidl[i] ) ; 
for {j=0 ; j<nin; j++) 
*gradptr++ +=delta* prevact[j) 
*gradptr++ +=delta; // Bias activation is always 1 
if (tset == tptr->ntrain -1 ) { //at last time 
//printf ("\tthe hidl grad start at %ct value is 
%lf\n",hidlgrad,*hidlgrad) ; 





} II for all tsets 
return error I ((double) tptr->ntrain * (double) nout) 
I* 
Local routine to find gamma 
*I 





double denom, numer 
if (nhidl == 0) II No hidden layer 
n = nout * (nin+l) 
else if (nhid2 == 0) II One hidden layer 
n nhidl * (nin+l) + nout * (nhidl+l) ; 
else I I Two hidden layers 
n = nhidl * (nin+l) + nhid2 * (nhidl+l) + nout * (nhid2+1) 
numer = denom = 0. ; 
for (i=0 ; i<n ; i++) { 
denom += g[i] * g[i] 




0.) II Should never happen (means gradient is zero!) 
return numer I denom 
Local routine to find correction for next iteration 
void LayerNet: :find_new_dir double gam, double *g, 
double *h, double *grad 
inti, n; 
if (nhidl == 0) II No hidden layer 
n = nout * (nin+l) 
else if (nhid2 == 0) II One hidden layer 
n = nhidl * (nin+l) + nout * (nhidl+l) ; 
else I I Two hidden layers 
n = nhidl * (nin+l) + nhid2 * (nhidl+l) + nout * (nhid2+1) 
for (i=0 ; i<n ; i++) { 
g[i] = grad[i] 




Local routine for debugging 
*I 
void LayerNet: :check_grad ( TrainingSet *tptr, double *grad) 
int i, j, n ; 
double fO, fl, deriv, dot, lenl, len2 
dot= lenl = len2 = 0.0 
fO = trial_error ( tptr 
for (i=O ; i<nhidl ; i++) 
for (j=O ; j<=nin ; j++) 
hidl_coefs[i*(nin+l)+j] += .001 
fl= trial_error ( tptr) ; 
hidl coefs[i*(nin+l)+j] -= .001 
deriv = 10000.0 * (fO - fl) 
lenl +=*grad* *grad; 
len2 += deriv * deriv; 
dot+= *grad++* deriv; 
} 
for (i=O ; i<nhid2 ; i++) { 
for (j=O ; j<=nhidl ; j++} 
hid2_coefs[i*(nhidl+l)+j] += .001 
fl= trial_error ( tptr) 
hid2 coefs[i*(nhidl+l)+j] .001 
deriv = 10000.0 * (fO - fl) ; 
lenl +=*grad* *grad; 
len2 += deriv * deriv; 
dot+= *grad++* deriv; 
} 
if (nhidl -- 0) II No hidden 
n = nin ; 
else if (nhid2 0) II One hidden 
n nhidl 
else II Two hidden 
n nhid2 
for (i=O ; i<nout i++) { 
for (j=O ; j<=n ; j++) { 
out_coefs[i*(n+l)+j] += .001 
fl= trial_error ( tptr) ; 
out_coefs[i*(n+l)+j] -= .001 
deriv = 10000.0 * (fO - fl); 
lenl +=*grad* *grad; 
len2 += deriv * deriv; 






Convergence Algorithm 2: Resilient Propagation 
/*********************************************************************/ 
/* */ 
/* RPROP - Resilient Propagation learning */ 
/* */ 
/* Normally this returns the mean square error, which will be 0-1. */ 
/* If the user interrupted, it returns the negative mean square error*/ 










#include "const.h" // System and limitation constants, typedefs, 
// Includes all class headers 
structs 
#include "classes.h" 
#include "funcdefs.h" // Function prototypes 
double LayerNet: :rprop 
TrainingSet *tptr, 
int maxits , 
( 
// Training set to use 
// Maximum iterations allowed 
/* 
*/ 
double reltol , 
double errtol 
) 
// Relative error change tolerance 
// Quit if error drops this low 
printf ("\nComing into rprop!\n") 
inti, n, iter, key, retry, max_retry, nl, n2 ; 
double gam, *g, *h, *outdelta, *hid2delta, *grad, *base 
double error ; 
double prev_err 
double y_max, y_min, delta_max, delta min ,delta 0 
if (nhidl == 0) // No hidden layer 
n = nout * (nin+l) 
else if (nhid2 == 0) // One hidden layer 
n nhidl * (nin+l) + nout * (nhidl+l) 
else // Two hidden layers 
n = nhidl * (nin+l) + nhid2 * (nhidl+l) + nout * (nhid2+1) 
double p_grad[n] 
double c_delta[n] 
double p delta[n] 
double *test ; 
//printf ("\nBy now the declare is correct.\n") 
//printf ("\n All the points declared OK!\n") 
y_max = 1.2 
y_min = 0.5 
delta max 4.0 
delta min le-9 
delta O le-4 ; 
Allocate work memory 
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printf (" \n Begin to allocate Memory! \n") 
MEMTEXT ( "work" 
if (nhid2) { 
hid2delta = (double*) MALLOC ( nhid2 * sizeof(double) ) 
if (hid2delta == NULL) 
return -2.0 ; 
else 
hid2delta =NULL; 
printf (" \n Begin to allocate outdelta! \n") ; 
outdelta = (double*) MALLOC ( nout * sizeof(double) 
if (nhidl == 0) II No hidden layer 
n = nout * (nin+l) 
else if (nhid2 == 0) // One hidden layer 
n nhidl * (nin+l) + nout * (nhidl+l) ; 
else // Two hidden layers 
n = nhidl * (nin+l) + nhid2 * (nhidl+l) + nout * (nhid2+1) 
printf (" \n Begin to allocate grad! \n") 
grad= (double*) MALLOC ( n * sizeof(double) 
printf (" \n Begin to allocate base! \n") ; 
base= (double*) MALLOC ( n * sizeof(double) 
printf (" \n Begin to allocate g! \n") ; 
g = (double*) MALLOC ( n * sizeof(double) 
printf (" \n Begin to allocate h! \n") ; 
h = (double*) MALLOC ( n * sizeof(double) ) ; 
printf (" \n ALL OK for allocate Memory! \n") 
if ((outdelta == NULL) 
(base == NULL) I I 
I I (grad == NULL) I I 
(g == NULL) I I (h ==NULL)) 
{ 
printf ("\n Some of the memory is Wrong! \n") ; 
if (hid2delta != NULL) 
FREE ( hid2delta ) ; 
if (outdelta != NULL) 
FREE ( outdelta) ; 
if (grad != NULL) 
FREE ( grad ) ; 
if (base != NULL) 
FREE ( base ) 
if (g != NULL) 
FREE ( g ) ; 
if (h != NULL) 
FREE ( h) 
return -2.0 // Flags error 
printf ("\nMemory allocation OK!\n") 
prev_err = l.e30 ; 




for ( i=0; i < n ; i ++ ) { 
p_delta[i] = delta_0 
p_grad[i] = 0.0 ; 
error= find_grad ( tptr, hid2delta, outdelta, grad) 
printf ("The start error is llf", error); 
llprintf("\n GRAD starts from here :Id \n", stp_grad 
Main iteration loop is here 
for (iter=0 ; iter<900 ; iter++) { II Each iter is an epoch 
printf ("\n before find_grad, grad is Id \n ", grad) ; 
error= find_grad ( tptr, hid2delta, outdelta, grad) 





Check current error against user's max. 
if (error<= errtol) { II If our error is within user's limit 
printf ("In Id iterations, We finished! \n", iter); 
break; II then we are done! 
if (error<= reltol) II Generally not necessary: reltol<errtol in 
printf ("It showes that error < reltol, so exit"); 
break; II practice, but help silly users 
if (nhid2 == 0) { 
llprintf ("\there we 
II printf ("\t DEBUG, 
I I continue ; 
II One hidden layer 
come to One hidden layer\n"); 
do nothing, just go back!\n"); 
II cout << "the Grad address is" 
llprintf ("In updating, the Hidl 
<<grad<< endl ; 
Grad begins at Id, " , test ) 
II For the Hidden Layer 
n = nhidl * (nin+l) ; 
for (i=0 ; i<n; i++) 
if ( p_grad[i] * (-*test) >= 0 ) { 
c_delta[i] = min ( p_delta[i] * y_max, delta_max) 
if ( -*test > 0 ) { 
delta 0 = -c_delta[i] 
else if (-*test < 0 ) { 
delta 0 c_delta[i] 
else 
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delta 0 0 
hidl_coefs[i] = hidl coefs[i] + delta 0 
p_grad[i] =-*test; 
p_delta[i] c_delta[i] 




II For the Out Layer 
c_delta[i] = max ( p_delta[i] * y_min, delta_min) 
if ( -*test > 0 ) { 
delta 0 = -c_delta[i] 
else if (-*test < 0 ) { 
delta 0 c_delta[i] 
else 
delta 0 = 0 ; 
hidl coefs[i] = hidl coefs[i] + delta 0 
p_grad[i] =-*test; 
p_delta[i] c delta[i] 
c_delta[i] = p_delta[i] 
if (-*test) > 0 ) { 
delta 0 = -c_delta[i] 
else if ( (-*test) < 0 ) { 
delta 0 c_delta[i] 
else 
delta 0 0 
hidl_coefs[i] = hidl coefs[i] + delta 0 
p_grad[i] = -*test ; 
p_delta[i] c_delta[i] 
n = nout * (nhidl+l) 
for (i = 0 ; i < n; i++) 
if ( p_grad[i] * (-*test) > 0 ) { 
c_delta[i] = min ( p delta[i] * y_max, delta_max) 
if ( -*test > 0 ) { 
delta_0 = -c_delta[i] 
else if ( (-*test) < 0 ) { 
delta 0 c_delta[i] 
else 






out coefs[i] = out_coefs[i] + delta 0 
p_grad[i] =-*test; 
p_delta[i] c_delta[i] 
else if ( p_grad[i] * (-*test) < 0 ) 
else 
test++ 
c_delta[i] = max ( p_delta[i] * y_min, delta_min) 
if ( -*test > O ) { , 
delta O = -c_delta[i] 
else if (-*test < 0 ) { 
delta O c_delta[i] 
else 
delta O 0 
out coefs[i] = out_coefs[i] + delta 0 
p_grad[i] = -*test ; 
p_delta[i] c_delta[i] 
c_delta[i] = p_delta[i] 
if (-*test) > 0 ) { 
delta O = -c_delta[i] 
else if ( (-*test) < 0 ) { 
delta O c_delta[i] 
else 
delta O 0 
out coefs[i] = out coefs[i] + delta 0 
p_grad[i] = -*test ; 
p_delta[i] c delta[i] 
Free work memory 
*/ 
CGFINISH: 
MEMTEXT ( "CONJGRAD work" 
if (hid2delta != NULL) 
FREE ( hid2delta ) ; 
FREE ( outdelta) ; 
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FREE grad) 
FREE base ) 
FREE g ) 
FREE h ) ; 





The original ANN system was a command-line based system. All of the functionalities 
were implemented by command interplay from keyboard. The restricted input data 
format and syntax made it hard to use, especially for beginners. Although, a file-
driven method is implemented for the system, limitation and inconvenience still 
occurs when researcher wants to re-use the same data set and only change a certain 
parameter frequently. They have to manually modify the control file again and again. 
To improve the usability of the system, a GUI was developed. 
The GUI used to facilitate the ANN application was developed with tcl/tk. With this 
GUI, the ANN structure definition; ANN training parameter setting; signature file 
manipulating and image feed in/out are implemented with graphic user interface. End-
users don't need to remember the variety commands and parameter rules. They can 
easily setup an ANN structure and feed in their training patterns with several mouse-
clicks and keyboard inputs. The GUI will check the consistency and the eligibility of 
the input data. Control file was created upon the input data and parameter as long as 
the input data were acceptable. Then all these information were send to the ANN 
system side. The ANN system will construct an ANN upon the parameter, read-in 
training samples, train the ANN until it comes to convergence and save the trained 
ANN as a weight file. 
The GUI was implemented in Tcl/TK. Certain objects such as file selection dialog, 
message windows, and multi-tab page were provided by Mark Harrison in the book 
"Effective Tcl/TK". The GUI was interpreted and performed well under Tclsh 8.3 on 
Sun Solaris 5. 7 platform. 
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Graphic User Interface for the ANN classifier: Web_client_pro.tcl 
###################################################### 
# # 
# Graphic User Interface for ANN Classifier # 




# the next line is running:\ 
exec wish "$0" "$@" 
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------




# modify Information 
# modeified by Tim Ren, 06/28/2000 
# 
############################################## 
# modify Information 
# modeified by Tim Ren, 05/03/2001 
# In this package, I put tab in the interface, and the whole 
# process likes more logical and more reasonable. 
############################################## 
# modify Information 
# modeified by Tim Ren, 05/21/2001 
# I just modify and fix some bugs that occurs here. 
# And in this version, I will try to display the 
# Neural network's appearance so that it is very 
# easy to demostrate the structure of the neural 
# network 
package require Efftcl 
################################################ 
# code from send and server 
# The following code was from the send client program 
# Added on 07/18/2001 
############################################### 
proc post {filename} { 
} 
set fd [open $filename r+] 
while { [gets $fd result] >=0 } { 
lappend mydata "$result" 
close $fd 
return $mydata 
proc cmd_show_result {args} 
foreach data $args { 
puts $data 
} 
proc cmd error result {msg} { 
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puts "Error: $msg" 
proc cmd_write_file {filename args} { 
set fd [open $filename w+] 
foreach data $args { 
puts $fd $data 
} 
close $fd 
set parser [interp create -safe] 
$parser alias show result cmd show result 
$parser alias error_result cmd_error_result 
$parser alias write file cmd write file 
proc client_handle {sid} 
global parser end$sid 
if { [gets $sid request] < 0) { 
catch {close $sid} 
set backend "" 
puts "Lost connection to server" 
else { 
if { [catch {$parser eval $request } result] != 0) { 
puts "error $result" 
#while ! [eof $sid]} { 
gets $sid request 
if { [catch {$parser eval $request} result] != 0) { 
puts "Error $result" 
} 
# } 
set end$sid 1 
close $sid 
proc client_send {sid args} 
set backend $sid 
if {$backend != ""} { 
puts $backend $args 
proc do send { host port cmd} 
global parser 
set sid [socket $host $port] 
fconfigure $sid -buffering line -translation binary 
fileevent $sid readable "client handle $sid" 
if { [string match [lindex $cmd 0 "fetch" ] } { 
if { [llength $cmd ]==2} { 
set filenameout [lindex $cmd 1] 
} else { 
set filenameout "$host.$port.out" 
} 
client send $sid "$cmd" "write file $filenameout %v" 
} else { 
if { [string match [lindex $cmd 0 J "post" J ) { 
set filename [lindex $cmd 1] 
set contents [post $filename] 
client_send $sid "post file $filename \{$contents\} " "show result %v" 
} 




proc sendall {filename cmd) { 
set cmdstring [split $cmd) 
source $filename 
set sizehost [array size host] 
for { set i 1 ) { $i<= $sizehost ) { incr i ) { 
set hostname [lindex $host($i) OJ 
set port [lindex $host($i) 1) 
do send $hostname $port "$cmd" 
proc collectall {filename) 
source $filename 
set sizehost [array size host) 
for { set i 1 ) { $i<= $sizehost 
set hostname [lindex $host($i) OJ 
set port [lindex $host($i) 1) 
do send $hostname $port "fetch" 
{incr i ) { 
) 
) 
proc usage {) { 
) 
puts "send hostname hostport command" 
puts "send -all hostfile command" 
puts 11------------------------------------
puts "There are several commands avaiable :" 
puts "l.demos: add, sub" 
puts "2.system commands: start \"Unix commands\" " 
puts "3.system commands(background): bstart \"Unix commands\"" 
for { set i 1 ) { $i<= $sizehost ) { incr i ) { 
set hostname [lindex $host($i) OJ 
set port [lindex $host($i) l] 
do send $hostname $port "fetch" 
) 
proc usage {) { 
puts "send hostname hostport command" 
puts "send -all hostfile command" 
puts 11------------------------------------
puts "There are several commands avaiable :" 
puts "l.demos: add, sub" 
puts "2.system commands: start \"Unix commands\" " 
puts "3. system commands (background) : bstart \ "Unix commands\" " 
) 
# Code of "send" ended! 
# 07/18/2001 
# by Tim Ren 
################################################## 
################################################# 
# The following code is from the previous version. of 
# my web-Ann 
# Tim Ren 07/19/2001 
# 
set con file "CONTROL.CON" 
set struct file "STRUCT.CON" 
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proc write_control_file {sig_files init weight file configures) { 
global con_file struct_file 
set fo [open $con_file w] 
set fo2 [open $struct file w] 
#write the construction file first 
puts $fo2 "NETWORK MODEL: LAYER" 
puts $fo2 "LAYER INIT: [lindex $init 0]" 
puts $fo2 "OUTPUT MODEL: CLASSIFY" 
puts $fo2 "N INPUTS: [lindex $configures OJ" 
puts $fo2 "N OUTPUTS: [lindex $configures 1 l" 
puts $fo2 "N HIDDENl: [lindex $configures 2] II 
puts $fo2 "N HIDDEN2: [lindex $configures 3] II 
puts $fo2 "" 
set class sum [lindex $sig files 0] 
for {set i 1) { $i <= $class sum) { incr i) { -
puts $fo2 "CLASSIFY OUTPUT: $i II 
puts $fo2 "TRAIN: [lindex $sig files $i] II 
puts $fo2 
#write the control file second. 
puts $fo "QUIT ERROR: [lindex $init 1]" 
puts $fo "QUIT RETRIES: [lindex $init 2] II 
puts $fo 1111 
puts $fo "CONTROL: STRUCT.CON" 
puts $fo "LEARN:" 
puts $fo "SAVE WEIGHTS: $weight file" 
puts $fo 
show confusion $fo $sig files -
# reset the quit error,restore the weights and do all over again 
puts $fo 
puts $fo "QUIT ERROR: [expr [lindex $init 1] * 0.5]" 
puts $ fo "QUIT RETRIES: [ lindex $ini t 2] " 
#write the control file second. 
puts $fo "QUIT ERROR: [lindex $init 1]" 
puts $fo "QUIT RETRIES: [ lindex $init 2] II 
puts $fo "" 
puts $fo "CONTROL: STRUCT.CON" 
puts $fo "LEARN:" 
puts $fo "SAVE WEIGHTS: $weight file" -
puts $fo "" 
show confusion $fo $sig files 
# reset the quit error,restore the weights and do all over again 
puts $fo "" 
puts $fo "QUIT ERROR: [expr [lindex $init 1] * 0 • 5] II 
puts $fo "QUIT RETRIES: [lindex $init 2] II 
puts $fo "" 
puts $fo "CONTROL: STRUCT.CON" 
puts $fo "RESTORE WEIGHTS: $weight file" 
puts $fo "LAYER INIT: NOINIT" 
puts $fo "LEARN:" 
puts $fo "SAVE WEIGHTS: $weight file" 
puts $fo 





show confusion {fo sig files) 
set class sum [lindex $sig 
for {set i 1) {$i <= $class 
{ 
files 0] 
sum ) { incr i) { 
puts $fo "CLASSIFY: [lindex $sig files $i] II 
puts $fo "SHOW CONFUSION: II 
puts $fo "RESET CONFUSION:" 
puts $fo 
proc form_config {) { 
global in_nron out nron hidl nron hid2 nron 
set result"" 
set result "$in nron $out nron $hidl nron $hid2 nron" 
return $result 
$ent xview end 
set con file "CONTROL.CON" 
set struct file "STRUCT.CON" 
proc write_control_file {sig_files init weight file configures) { 
global con_file struct_file 
set fo [open $con_file w] 
set fo2 [open $struct file w] 
#write the construction file first 
puts $fo2 "NETWORK MODEL: LAYER" 
puts $fo2 "LAYER INIT: [lindex $init 0]" 
puts $fo2 "OUTPUT MODEL: CLASSIFY" 
puts $fo2 "N INPUTS: [lindex $configures 0] II 
puts $fo2 "N OUTPUTS: [lindex $configures l]" 
puts $fo2 "N HIDDENl: [lindex $configures 2] II 
puts $fo2 "N HIDDEN2: [lindex $configures 3] II 
puts $fo2 
set class sum [lindex $sig_ files 0] 
for {set i 1) { $i <= $class sum) { incr i) { 
puts $fo2 "CLASSIFY OUTPUT: $i" 
puts $fo2 "TRAIN: [lindex $sig_files $i] II 
puts $fo2 
#write the control file second. 
puts $fo "QUIT ERROR: [lindex $init 1 l" 
puts $fo "QUIT RETRIES: [lindex $init 2] II 
puts $fo "" 
puts $fo "CONTROL: STRUCT.CON" 
puts $fo "LEARN:" 
puts $fo "SAVE WEIGHTS: $weight file" 
puts $fo 
show confusion $fo $sig files 
# reset the quit error,restore the weights and do all over again 
puts $fo 
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puts $fo "QUIT ERROR: [expr [lindex $init 
puts $fo "QUIT RETRIES: [lindex $init 2] II 
puts $fo 
puts $fo "CONTROL: STRUCT.CON" 
puts $fo "RESTORE WEIGHTS: $weight file" 
puts $fo "LAYER !NIT: NOINIT" 
puts $fo "LEARN:" 
puts $fo "SAVE WEIGHTS: $weight file" 




$fo $sig files 
proc show confusion {fo sig files} { 
set class_sum [lindex $sig_files OJ 
1 l 
for {set i 1) {$i <= $class_sum} { incr i} { 
* 0. 5]" 
puts $fo "CLASSIFY: [lindex $sig_files $i]" 
puts $fo "SHOW CONFUSION:" 
puts $fo "RESET CONFUSION:" 
puts $fo "" 
proc form_config {} { 
global in_nron out nron hidl nron hid2 nron 
set result"" 
set result "$in nron $out nron $hidl nron $hid2 nron" 
return $result 
proc process sig {class} 
global var 
set result"" 
lappend result "$class" 
for { set i 1) { $i <= $class} { incr i} { 
lappend result $var(l,$i} 
return $result 
proc make con {} { 
global con file 
set fi [open CONl w] 
puts $fi "control: $con file" 
puts $fi "quit:" 
close $fi 
# code from web-ann ended 
# 07/19/2001 
# by Tim Ren 
################################################## 
proc create grid {win row} { 
for { set i 1} { $i <= $row } { incr i } { 
label $win.lab$i -relief flat -bd 2 -text "class($i)" -width 
15 
entry $win.entryl$i -width 35 -textvariable var(l,$i) 
button $win.but$i -text "Browse" -command "fileDialog $win 
$win.entry1$i open" 
for { set i 1) {$i <= $row} { incr i } { 
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grid $win.lab$i $win.entryl$i $win.but$i -sticky nsew 
proc fileDialog {went operation} { 
# Type names Extension(s) Mac File Type(s) 
# 
#---------------------------------------------------------
set types { 
{"All files" { *} 
if {$operation== "open"} { 
set file [file tail [tk_getOpenFile -filetypes $types -parent $w)) 
if [string compare $file "") { 
$ent delete O end 
$ent insert O $file 
$ent xview end 
proc fileDialog_asc {went operation} { 
# Type names Extension(s) Mac File Type(s) 
# 
#---------------------------------------------------------
set types { 
{"All Ase Image Files" {.asc} 
if {$operation== "open"} { 
set file [file tail [tk_getOpenFile -filetypes $types -parent $w)) 
if [string compare $file "") { 
$ent delete O end 
$ent insert O $file 
$ent xview end 
proc fileDialog_wts {went operation } { 
# Type names Extension(s) Mac File Type(s) 
# 
#---------------------------------------------------------
set types { 
{"All Weight files" { .WTS} 
if {$operation== "open"} { 
set file [file tail [tk_getOpenFile -filetypes $types -parent $w)) 
if [string compare $file"") { 
$ent delete O end 
$ent insert O $file 
$ent xview end 
tabnotebook create .tn 
pack .tn -expand yes -fill both -padx 4 -pady 4 
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set pl [tabnotebook_page .tn "Neural Netwrok Settings") 
frame $pl.headl 
pack $pl.headl -side top 
label $pl.headl.l -text" 
pack $pl.headl.l 
frame $pl.head 
pack $pl.head -side top 
\n \n" 
label $pl.head.l_in_nron -relief flat -bd 2 -text "Input Neural'' -width 15 
entry $pl.head.e in nron -width 5 -textvariable in nron 
label $pl.head.l-oui nron -relief flat -bd 2 -text-"Output Neural" -width 15 
entry $pl.head.e-out-nron -width 5 -textvariable out nron 
grid $pl.head.l in nron $pl.head.e in nron $pl.head.lout nron 
$pl.head.e_out_nron -sticky nsew - - - -
label $pl.head.l_hidl_nron -relief flat -bd 2 -text "hidl Neural" -width 15 
entry $pl.head.e_hidl_nron -width 5 -textvariable hidl nron 
label $pl.head.l_hid2_nron -relief flat -bd 2 -text "hid2 Neural" -width 15 
entry $pl.head.e_hid2_nron -width 5 -textvariable hid2 nron 
grid $pl.head.l_hidl_nron $pl.head.e hidl_nron $pl.head.l_hid2_nron 
$pl.head.e_hid2_nron -sticky nsew 
frame $pl.middle 
pack $pl.middle 
label $pl.middle.ll -text"" 
button $pl.middle.start -text "Set and Display" -command draw_network 
button $pl.middle.cancle -text "Cancle and Exit" -command exit 
#label $pl.middle.12 -text "bbb \n" 
pack $pl.middle.ll -side top 
pack $pl.middle.start $pl.middle.cancle -side left 
#pack $pl.middle.12 -side bottom 
frame $pl.bottom 
pack $pl.bottom -side top 
label $pl.bottom.l -text ''\n\n\n The Lay Out of The Network \n" 
canvas $pl.bottom.c -width 400 -height 550 -relief sunken -borderwidth 2 
label $pl.bottom.12 -text" \n" 
pack $pl.bottom.l 
pack $pl.bottom.c -padx 4 -pady 4 
pack $pl.bottom.12 
proc check_error {} 
global in_nron out_nron hidl_nron hid2 nron 
foreach var {in nron out nron hidl_nron} 
set value [set $var) 
if { $value<= 0 } { 
puts "$var < 0, error" 
break 
if $hid2 nron < 0 } { 
puts" Hid2 number couldn't be negative" 
break 
} 
proc draw_network {} { 
global in_nron out nron hidl nron hid2 nron 
global pl p2 p3 
check error 
$pl.bottom.c delete all 
if {$hid2_nron == 0) { 
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else 
set layer 3 
set layer 4 
set intervalx [expr 400 / [expr $layer +l] ] 
set current layer 0 
foreach var {in nron hidl nron hid2 nron out_nron} { 
if { ( $layer == 3) && ($var ,::;-= "hid2_nron")} { 
continue 
if $var== "in_nron" } { 
set layer_name "Input\nLayer" 
elsei f { $var == "hidl _ nron" } { 
set layer_name "Hidden\nLayer 1" 
elseif { $var== "hid2_nron" } { 
set layer_name "Hidden\nLayer 2" 
elseif { $var== "out_nron" } { 
set layer_name "Output\nLayer" 
else { 
put "Invalid layer name" 
break 
incr current_layer 
set i [set $var] 
set intervaly [expr 490.0 / [expr $i +1.0 ]] 
set x [expr $current_layer *$intervalx] 
$pl.bottom.c create text $x 30 -text "$layer_name" -tag 1 name 
for {set j 1) {$j <= $i } {incr j} { 
set x0 [expr $current_layer *$intervalx] 
set yO [expr [expr $j *$intervaly] + 50] 
set xl [expr $x0 + 10] 
set yl [expr $y0 + 10] 
$pl.bottom.c create oval $x0 $y0 $xl $yl \ 




pack $p2.head.aa -side top 
create_grid $p2.head.aa $out nron 
else { 
destroy $p2.head.sform 
scrollform create $p2.head.sform 
$p2.head.sform configure -relief sunken -borderwidth 3 
pack $p2.head.sform -expand yes -fill both 
set form [scrollform_interior $p2.head.sform] 
create grid $form $out_nron 
set p2 [tabnotebook_page .tn "Neural Network Training"] 
frame $p2.headl 
pack $p2.headl -side top 
label $p2.headl.1 -text" \n" 
pack $p2.headl.l 
frame $p2.head 
pack $p2.head -side top 




$p2.head.sform configure -relief sunken -borderwidth 2 
pack $p2.head.sform -expand yes -fill both -padx 4 -pady 4 
set form [scrollform interior $p2.head.sform] 
create_grid $form 1 -
frame $p2.end 
pack $p2.end -side top 








$p2.end.labserver -relief flat -bd 2 -text "Server name:" -width 15 
$p2.end.server -width 15 -textvariable server 
$p2.end.labport -relief flat -bd 2 -text "Port number'' -width 15 
$p2.end.port -width 10 -textvariable port 
$p2.end.labserver $p2.end.server $p2.end.labport $p2.end.port -sticky 
label $p2.end.lab_error -relief flat -bd 2 -text "Total error'' -width 15 
entry $p2.end.e_error -width 5 -textvariable error 
label $p2.end.lab_retries -relief flat -bd 2 -text "Tries" -width 15 
entry $p2.end.e_retries -width 5 -textvariable retries 
grid $p2.end.lab error $p2.end.e_error $p2.end.lab retries $p2.end.e retries 
-sticky nsew 
label $p2.end.labweights -relief flat -bd 2 -text "weight file\nPrefix" -
width 15 
entry $p2.end.e_weight_file -width 5 -textvariable weight_file 
label $p2.end.labgray -relief flat -bd 2 -text "Coding Method" -width 15 
checkbutton $p2.end.cbgray -text "Gray-code" -variable gray_method -relief 
flat 




label $p2.endl.ll -text" 
button $p2.endl.start -text "Start trainning" 
label $p2.endl.12 -text" 
#button $p2.endl.stop -text "Cancle" -command exit 
text $p2.endl.text_res -yscrollcommand "$p2.endl.scroll set" -setgrid true\ 
-width 60 -height 22 -wrap word 




pack $p2.endl.scroll -side right -filly -padx 4 -pady 4 
pack $p2.endl.text res -expand yes -fill both -padx 4 -pady 4 
########################## 
# used only for debug, 
# please remove them later 
set in nron 6 
set hidl nron 11 
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set out nron 2 
set hid2 nron 0 
set init method "ANNEAL" 
set retries 2 
set error 5 
set weight file tryl 
set server eos 
set port 12000 
######################## 
bind $p2.endl.start <Button-1> 
global var in_nron hidl_nron hid2_nron out nron 
set col [check_input col $var(l,1)] 
set col 8 [expr $col * BJ 
if { $gray_method == 1) { 
if {$in nron == $col 8 } { 
draw network 
elseif {$in_nron == $col} 
set in_nron [expr $in nron * BJ 
draw network 
else { 
error "ERROR, the file and the network doesn't match!" 
elseif {$gray_method == 0) { 
if {$in nron == $col 8) { 
set in_nron [expr $in_nron / BJ 
draw network 
elseif { $in nron == $col } { 
draw network 
else { 
error "ERROR, the file and the network doesn't match!" 
} 
else { 
error "ERROR, Gray_method setting is wrong!" 
for {set i 1) {$i <= $out_nron} {incr i} 
if {$gray_method == 1) { 
make con 
check_inputfile $var(l,$i) [expr $in nron / 8] 
elseif {$gray method ==0} { 
check_inputfile $var(l,$i) $in nron 
else { 
error "ERROR, Gray_method setting is wrong!" 
set classes $out nron 
set configures [form_configJ 
set sig_files [process_sig $classes] 
set init "$init_method [expr $error* 2] $retries" 
#puts $init 
write control file $sig_files $init $weight_file.wts $configures 
$p2.endl.text_res insert end "Write files OK .... \n" 
for {set i 1) { $i <= $classes} { incr i} { 
set res [do_send $server $port "post [lindex $sig files $1]" 
$p2.endl.text res insert end "Post [lindex $sig files $i] 
OK .... \n\n" 
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after 1000 
set res [do send $server $port "post $con_file" ) 
set res [do_send $server $port "post $struct file" 
set res [do_send $server $port "post CONl" ) 
$p2.endl.text res insert end "Start Trainning ........ \n" 
after 1000 
set aaa [catch {exec send $server $port "start neural< CONl" } res ) 
$p2.endl.text_res insert end "$res \n" 
$p2.endl.text_res insert end "Trainning finished !\n" 
update_weight list 
proc check_input col {input file} 
global p2 
set fi [open $input filer) 
if { [gets $fi line) != 0 } { 
return [llength $line) 
else { 
error "ERROR, the File $input file is empty!" 
close $fi 
proc check_inputfile {input file col} 
global p2 
set fi [open $input_file r) 
while { [gets $fi line) >= 0} 
if { [llength $line) ! = $col} 
#odialog 
close $fi 
#puts "ERROR, the file and the network doest't match." 
error "ERROR, the file and the network doesn't match!" 
$p2.endl.text res insert end "$input file check OK! \n" 
set p3 [tabnotebook_page .tn "Processing Image") 
proc update_weight_list {} { 
global p3 server port 
set weight list [exec send $server $port "start ls *WTS") 
set weight=list [concat [split $weight list "\n")) 
$p3.midl.list delete O end 
for {set i 0) {$i <= [llength $weight list)} {incr i} { 





$p3.midl.list insert $i [lindex $weight list $ii 
pack $p3.top $p3.mid $p3.midl $p3.end -side top 
label $p3.top.labl -text "\n" 
pack $p3.top.labl 
label $p3.mid.labl -relief flat -bd 2 -text "Ase Image File" -width 15 
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entry $p3.mid.entryl -width 35 -textvariable ascfile 
button $p3.mid.butl -text "Browse" -command "fileDialog asc $p3 
$p3.mid.entryl open" 
label $p3.midl.labl -relief flat -bd 2 -text "Weight File\n Selection" -width 
15 
scrollbar $p3.midl.scroll -command "$p3.midl.list yview" 
listbox $p3.midl.list -yscroll "$p3.midl.scroll set'' -setgrid 1 -height 12 
grid $p3.mid.labl $p3.mid.entryl $p3.mid.butl 
#grid $p3.mid.lab2 $p3.mid.entry2 $p3.mid.but2 
pack $p3.midl.labl -side left -filly 
pack $p3.midl.scroll -side right -filly 
pack $p3.midl.list -side left -expand 1 -fill both 
gauge create $p3.end.gaugel blue 
button $p3.end.but3 -text "Start Classify Image" -command { 
set weightfile [$p3.midl.list get active] 
set path [pwd] 
set img name "$path\/(file rootname $ascfile]class.img" 
puts "Weightfile is $weightfile" 
set res [do send $server $port "post $ascfile"] 
set res [do=send $server $port "start batch $ascfile $weightfile 
$ img_ name"] 
set res [do_send $server $port "fetch CLASSIFIED.asc"] 





Other functions and tools that used by the study were also implement by Tcl/tk. The 
tools and their functions are listed below: 
Summary tool for ANN post-process: stat4res. 
Each time the training sample applied to the ANN, the performance of the 
classification was assessed. This file was developed to process classification result and 
creates an error matrix of the classification. In this way, the training and training 
assessment is an automatic procedure. 
Researcher can use the GUI to construct and train different ANN scenario. As soon as 
the ANN trained to convergence, they can applied the testing samples to test the 
ANN's performance and use stat4 to know the total error and detailed error on each 
class. 
Function library file: Fune.tel 
In this file, most frequently used functions were defined. Such as file existence 
checking function; file read-in function; file random access function; list sorting 
function; random number generation function. 
Batch file for the image post-operation: Batch.tel 
The ASC format image file has its own format. To implement the ANN classification 
on the ASC file, the file-head will be cut out and stored in another temporary file. 
Also, coordinate columns within the ASC image file were also separated and store. 
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After image was classified, file-head and coordinate information was put together to 
forming a new image file. All above procedures were performed by the Batch.tel. 
Plotting tools: Showpro2.tel 
To know the data better, visualization is indispensable method. For this study, the 
tcl/tk script showpro2.tel plotted sample file of each class. In this GUI, different 
samples can be displayed in any band combination. In this way, the distribution 
feature of each class was clearly visualized. 
Communication server: Server. tel 
The server.tel implemented a client/server framework. It was first developed by Mark 
Harrison in his book "Effective Tcl/TK". Under this framework, the GUI side, know 
as end-user side has a loose bind connection with the ANN system. Multiple user 
connection was supported. In this framework, server can handle ANN system requests 
from different client at the same time. The server was capable of creating multiply 
ANN constructing and training request at the same time in different threads. 
This mechanism implemented an ANN service via computer networks. 
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Summary program: stat4 
#!/bin/sh 
# the next line is running:\ 







Tim's Tcl/Tk Programming 
Tim Ren, Asiainfo Holdings Inc. 
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------
if {$argc <l} { 
puts "Usage: stat4 filename" 
break 
proc CheckExist {fname} { 
set kk [file exists $fname] 
return $kk 
proc FetchLine {fname fnum} { 
if { [CheckExist $fname) == 1) { 
set fi [open $fname r] 
#puts $fi 
set out 0 
set i 0 






if $i == $fnum} { 
set out $line 
puts "ERROR: File DOESN'T EXIST!" 
proc getmax {list} 
set max 0 
set counter 1 
set index 0 
foreach var $list 
if { $max< $var} 
set max $var 
set index $counter 
incr counter 
return "$index $max" 
proc getmaxl {list} { 
set max 0 
set counter 0 
set index 0 
foreach var $list 
if { $max< $var} 
set max $var 
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set index $counter 
incr counter 
return "$index $max" 
proc getsort {list} { 
set result"" 
set max 0 
set index 0 
for {set i 1) {$i <= [l;t.ength $list]} { incr i} { 
set index [lindex [getmaxl $list] OJ 
lappend result $index 
set list [lreplace $list $index $index -1] 
return $result 
puts "ERROR MATRIX" 
puts "" 
foreach filename $argv { 
puts "$filename" 
set i 0 
set j 0 
set rank 0 
set fi [open $filename r] 
set length [llength [FetchLine $filename l]] 
for {set k 1) {$k<=$length} {incr kl { 
for {set rank 1) {$rank<=$length} {incr rank} { 
set matrix($k,$rank} 0 
while { [gets $fi line] >= 0) { 
set a [getsort $line] 
for { set i 1} { $i<=$length} { incr i} { 
set rank $i 
set class [expr [lindex $a [incr rank -1]] + l] 
incr matrix($class,$i) 
incr j 
puts -nonewline "#rank\t" 
for { set i 1} { $i<=$length} { incr i} 
puts -nonewline "#Class$i\t" 
puts -nonewline 11total\t" 
puts 11 " 
for {set rank 1) { $rank <=$length} {incr rank} { 
puts -nonewline 11 $rank\t 11 
set total 0 
for {set i 1) {$i<=$length} {incr i} { 
set total [expr $total+ $matrix($i,$rank)] 
puts -nonewline 11 $matrix($i,$rank)\t" 
puts -nonewline "$total\t 11 
puts 1111 
puts -nonewline "\t 11 
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for {set i 1) {$i<=$length} {incr i} { 
set a [expr $matrix($i,$rank)*l00\/$j.0] 
set b [format "%2.2f" $a] 




Function Library File: func.tcl 
#!/bin/sh 
# the next line is running:\ 
exec tclsh "$0" "$@" 
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------
# this is the standard function lib for 
# the tel /tk programming 
# Compiled 08/01/2000 
# 
# Tim's Tcl/Tk Programming 
# 
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------
proc CheckExist {fname) { 
set kk [file exists $fname] 
return $kk 
proc FetchLine {fname lnum) { 
if { [CheckExist $fname] == 1) { 
set fi [open $fname r] 
#puts $fi 
set out 0 
set i 0 






if $i == $lnum) { 
set out $line 
puts "ERROR: File $fname DOESN'T EXIST!" 
proc FetchLineNum {fname) { 
if { [CheckExist $fname] == 1) { 
set fi [open $fname r] 
#puts $fi 
set out 0 
set i O 






puts "ERROR: File $fname DOESN'T EXIST!" 
proc getmax {list) { 
set max 0 
set counter 1 
set index 0 
foreach var $list 
if { $max< $var) { 
set max $var 
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set index $counter 
incr counter 
return "$index $max" 
proc getmaxl {list} 
set max 0 
set counter 0 
set index 0 
foreach var $list 
if { $max< $var} { 
set max $var 
set index $counter 
incr counter 
return "$index $max" 
proc getsort {list} { 
set result"" 
set max 0 
set index O 
for {set i 1) {$i <= [llength $list)} { incr i} { 
set index [lindex [getmaxl $list) OJ 
lappend result $index 
set list [lreplace $list $index $index -1) 
return $result 
proc rotate {curr start stop} { 
if {$curr < $start I I $curr >= $stop } { 
set result $start 
} else { 
return $result 
set result [incr curr) 
return $result 
proc time3 {delay} { 
#set timeO [exec date +%Y%m%d%H%M%S) 
set timel [clock seconds) 
set time2 [expr $timel - $delay) 
set res [clock format $time2 -format %Y%m%d%H%M%S) 
return $res 
proc time31 {delay} { 
#set timeO [exec date +%Y%m%d%H%M%S) 
set timel [clock seconds) 
set time2 [expr $timel - $delay) 
set res [clock format $time2) 
regsub CSTIGMT $res "" res 
return $res 
proc time32 {delay} { 
#set timeO 19990101010101 
set timel [clock seconds) 
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set time2 [expr $timel - $delay] 
set res [clock format $time2] 
regsub CSTIGMT $res"" res 
return $res 
proc random4 {base length} { 
set data [expr round([expr [expr rand()]*$length])] 
set result [expr $data+ $base] 
return $result 
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Batch file for the image post-operation: Batch.tel 
#!/bin/sh 
rm TEMP.CORD TEMP.BANDS RES-TEMP.BANDS RES-TEMP.BANDS.class CLASSIFIED.asc 
HEAD 
echo "Fl :$3" >> HEAD 
echo" Fl">> HEAD 
echo "X y Bl">> HEAD 
splitl $1 TEMP.CORD O 1 
splitl $1 TEMP.BANDS 2 3 4 5 6 7 
oct-gl TEMP.BANDS 
cp $2 WEIGHTFILE 
neural< coml 
mkres RES-TEMP.BANDS 
cat HEAD> CLASSIFIED.asc 
paste -d" "TEMP.CORD RES-TEMP.BANDS.class>> CLASSIFIED.asc 
echo "Success!" 
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Plotting tools: Showpro2.tcl 
set linest "lines" 
elseif {$linest_num==l} 
set linest "linespoint" 
elseif {$linest_num==2} { 
set linest "point" 
elseif {$linest_num==3} 
set linest "dots" 
else 
set linest "lines" 
if {$pause style<=O} { 
set pause style "-1" 
else { 
if {$para_yl=='"'} { 
set para_yl 2 
set para_y 2 
else 
set para y $para yl 
if { $para_zl==""} { 
set para zl 3 
set para z 3 
else 
set para_z $para_zl 
if {$para_xl==""} { 
set para_xl 1 
set para_x {$1) 
else 
set para_x "\$$para xl" 
if {$file_type=="ps"} { 
set file_option "postscript color" 
set suffix ps 
elseif {$file_type=="png"} { 
} else 
set file_option "png small color" 
set suffix png 
set file_type png 
set file_option "png small color" 
set suffix png 
set f [open $conf_file w) 
puts $f "set terminal $file_option" 
puts $f "set title \"Data Distribution\"" 
puts $f "set xlabel \"Band $para_xl\"" 
puts $f "set ylabel \"Band $para yl\"" 
puts $f "set zlabel \"Band $para=zl\"" 
puts $f "set output \"$output file.$suffix\" " 
puts $f "set xrange \[$x start:$x stop\)" 
puts $f "set yrange \($y-start:$y-stop\)" 
puts $f "set zrange \($z-start:$z-stop\)" 
puts $f "splot \\" 
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set counter 1 
set file list [glob "$dis files"] 
foreach file_name $file_list { 
if { $counter == [llength $file list] } { 
puts $f "\'$file name\' using ($para x) :$para y:$para z t 
\"[lindex [split [file tail $file=name] .] 0]\" w $linest" 
} else { 
puts $f "\'$file name\' using ($para_x) :$para y:$para z 




exec gnuplot $conf file 
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Integer transform to Gray code. Oct-gl.tcl 
#!/bin/sh 
# the next line is running:\ 









proc init_gray_table {} { 
global gray_table 
for {set i 0} { $i < 256 } { incr i } 
set temp [exec int_to_gray $i] 
set gray_table($i) [oct_to_bin $temp] 
} 
proc get_gray {i} { 
global gray_table 
if { $i < 0 } { 
puts stderr "the input oct number less than 0" 
set i 0 
if { $i > 255 
puts stderr "the input oct number larger than 255" 
set i 255 
return $gray_table($i) 
proc oct to_bin {in_num} 
proc hex 
set output"" 
foreach var [split [format "%02x" $in_num] {}] { 
append output [hex_to_bin $var] 
return [split $output {}] 
to bin {hex} { 
switch -- $hex { 
"0" { return 0000} 
"1" { return 0001} 
"2" { return 0010} 
II 311 { return 0011} 
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" 4 " { return 0100} 
"5" { return 0101} 
"6" { return 0110} 
"7" { return 0111} 
"8" { return 1000} 
fl 9" { return 1001} 
"a" { return 1010} 
"b" { return 1011} 
"c" { return 1100} 
"d" { return 1101} 
"e" { return 1110} 
"f" { return 1111} 
init gray_table 
foreach filename $argv { 
set fi [open $filename r) 
set fo [open [file rootname $filename) .GREY.SMP w] 
while { [gets $fi line) > 0} { 
set out"" 
foreach var $line { 
append out "[get gray $var] " 




Image pre-processing: mkres.tcl 
#!/bin/sh 
# the next line is running:\ 
exec tclsh "$0" "$@" 
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------
# Tim's Tcl/Tk Programming 
# 
# -------=============================================================== 
if { Sarge <l) { 
puts" Usage: mkres filename" 
break 
proc writefile {fname line) { 
set fout [open $fname a+] 
puts $fout "$line" 
close $fout 
proc CheckExist {fname) { 
set kk [file exists $fname] 
return $kk 
proc getmax {list) 
set max 0 
set counter 0 
set index 0 
foreach var $list 
if { $max< $var) 
set max $var 
set index $counter 
incr counter 
# puts "the max is $index $max of this line" 
return "$index $max" 
foreach filename $argv { 
puts "Begin to $filename" 
set fi [open $filename r] 
set outfile [open $filename.class w] 
#exec rm $filename.class 
while { [gets $fi line] >= 0) { 
set a [expr [lindex [getmax $line] 0] + 1] 




Image pre-processing: splitl.tcl 
Jl!/bin/sh 
JI the next line is running:\ 
exec tclsh8.3 "$0" "$@" 
JI----------------------------------------------------------------------
JI Spli tl 
JI----------------------------------------------------------------------
JI Tim's Tcl/Tk Programming 
JI 
JI----------------------------------------------------------------------
Jlset INDEX (1 2 0} 
if {$argc <3} 
puts "Usage: split input-filename output-filename indexl index2 ... " 
break 
set I FILE [lindex $argv OJ 
set O FILE [lindex $argv 1) 
set fi [open $I_FILE r) 
set fout [open $O_FILE w) 
set INDEX [concat [lrange $argv 2 end)) 
puts "the list is $INDEX" 
set counter 0 
while { [gets $fi line) >= 0 } { 
incr counter 
set outline"" 
if { $counter> 4 } { 
foreach index $INDEX 
lappend outline [lindex $line $index) 
close $fout 
close $fi 
puts $fout "$outline" 
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set parser [interp create -safe] 
$parser alias post file cmd_post file 
$parser alias get file cmd_get_file 
$parser alias write file cmd write file 
$parser alias puts cmd_puts 
$parser alias start cmd start 
$parser alias bstart cmd bstart 
$parser alias bstop cmd_bstop 
$parser alias testcln cmd testcln 
$parser alias config cmd_config 
$parser alias fetch cmd fetch 
$parser alias uptime cmd_uptime 
$parser alias loadaver cmd loadaver 
proc cmd_post file {filename data} 
set fd [open $filename w+] 
foreach d $data { 
puts $fd $ct 
close $fd 
proc cmd_uptime {} 
return [exec uptime] 
} 
proc cmd_loadaver { } 
set strings [exec uptime] 
set load [lrange $strings 7 11] 
return $load 
proc cmd_write_file {args} { 
global output 
set hostname [exec hostname] 
set port [lindex $: :argv OJ 
set fd [open $output a+] 
puts $fd "$hostname:$port: $args " 
close $fd 
proc cmd_puts {args} 
puts $args 
return $args 
proc cmd_testcln {args} { 
global output 
set result [eval $args] 
set result [split $result "\n"] 
return $result 
proc cmd_start {args} { 
global output 
set result [exec echo $args I sh] 
set result [split $result "\n"] 
return $result 
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proc cmd_bstart {args} 
global output 
} 
set result [exec echo $args I sh&] 
set result [split $result "\n"] 
return $result 
proc cmd_config {kind filename} 
global $kind 
return [set $kind $filename] 
} 
proc cmd_stop {pid} { 
return [exec kill $pid] 
proc cmd bstop {pid} { 
return [exec kill $pid &] 
proc cmd_uptime {} { 
exec uptime 
proc cmd_get_file {filename } { 
global output 
if { [string match "" [string trim $filename] ] } { 
set filename $output 
} 
set fd [open $filename r+] 
set mydata "" 
while { [gets $fd result] >=0 } { 
lappend mydata $result 
} 
return $mydata 
$parser eval { 
proc percent_subst {percent string subst} { 
if {![string match%* $percent]} { 
error "bad pattern \"$percent\": should be %something" 
regsub -all {\\I&} $subst {\\\0} subst 
regsub -all $percent $string $subst string 
return $string 
$parser eval { 
proc add {x y} { 
set num [expr $x+$y] 
return $num 
proc subtract {x y} { 
set num [expr $x-$y] 
return $num 
proc fetch {{filename""}} { 
set data [get file $filename] 
return $data 
proc server_accept {cid addr port} { 
fileevent $cid readable "server_handle $cid" 
fconfigure $cid -buffering line -translation binary 
proc server handle {cid} { 
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global parser buffer 
if { [gets $cid request) < 0) { 
close $cid 
else { 
append buffer $request "\n" 
if { [info complete $buffer)} 
set request $buffer 
set buffer"" 
set cmdl [lindex $request OJ 
set cmd2 [lindex $request 1] 
if { [catch {$parser eval ''$cmdl"} result] == 0) { 
set cmds "%v {$cmd2} {$result}" 
set result [$parser eval percent subst $cmds ) 
$parser eval write file "$cmdl ii:\\n $result" 
puts $cid $result 
else { 
puts $cid [list error result $result] 
close $cid 
proc usage {} { 
puts "The usage: " 
puts "server port" 
exit 
if { [llength $argv) !=1} {usage 
} else { 
global output 
set hostname [exec hostname] 
set port [lindex $: :argv OJ 
set output "$hostname.$port.in" 
set port [lindex $argv OJ 
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